
“World Music”.

In Section 1 of this course you will cover these topics:
Introduction: Studying Music Of The World'S Cultures, Bruno Nettl.

The Music Of India, Charles Capwell

Music Of The Middle East, Bruno Nettl

Topic : Introduction: Studying Music Of The World'S Cultures, Bruno Nettl

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Understand the Terminology of world Music

 Get familiar with the Popular non-Western genres

 Get familiar with the Cultural appropriation in western music

Definition/Overview:

This topic discusses that the term world music includes Traditional music (sometimes called

folk music or roots music) of any culture that are created and played by indigenous musicians

or that are "closely informed or guided by indigenous music of the regions of their origin,"

including Western music (e. g. Celtic music). Most typically, the term world music has now

replaced folk music as a shorthand description for the very broad range of recordings of

traditional indigenous music and song from around the world. Other non-Western music

(including non-Western popular music and non-Western classical music) the music of Hawaii

and other Pacific islands, although it may be influenced by other cultures and other genres.

Key Points:

1. Terminology

The term has been credited to ethnomusicologist Robert E. Brown who coined it in the

1960s. The term became current in the 1980s as a marketing/classificatory device in the

media and the music industry, and it is generally used to classify any kind of non-Western

music.
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In musical terms, world music can be roughly defined as music that uses distinctive

ethnic scales, modes and musical inflections, and which is usually (though not always)

performed on or accompanied by distinctive traditional ethnic instruments, such as the

kora (West African harp), the steel drum, the sitar or the didgeridoo.

There are several conflicting definition for world music. One is that it consists of "all the

music in the world", though such a broad definition renders the word virtually

meaningless. The term also is taken as a classification of music that combines western

popular music styles with one of many genres of non-Western music that were previously

described as folk music or ethnic music. However, world music does not have to mean

traditional folk music, it may refer to the indigenous classical forms of various regions of

the world, and to modern, cutting edge pop music styles as well. Succinctly, it can be

described as "local music from out there", or "someone else's local music".

Music from around the world exerts wide cross-cultural influence as styles naturally

influence one another, and in recent years world music has also been marketed as a

successful genre in itself. Academic study of world music, as well as the musical genres

and individual artists with which it has been associated, can be found in such disciplines

as anthropology, Folkloristics, Performance Studies and ethnomusicology

Examples of popular forms of world music include the various forms of non-European

classical music (e.g. Japanese koto music, Indian raga music, Tibetan chants), eastern

European folk music (e.g. the village music of Bulgaria) and the many forms of folk and

tribal music of the Middle East, Africa, Asia, Oceania and Central and South America.

The broad category of world music includes isolated forms of ethnic music from diverse

geographical regions. These dissimilar strains of ethnic music are commonly categorized

together by virtue of their indigenous roots. Over the 20th century, the invention of sound

recording, low-cost international air travel and common access to global communication

among artists and the general public has given rise to a related phenomenon called "cross-

over" music. Musicians from diverse cultures and locations could readily access recorded

music from around the world, see and hear visiting musicians from other cultures and

visit other countries to play their own music, creating a melting pot of stylistic influences.
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While communication technology allows greater access to obscure forms of music, the

pressures of commercialization also present the risk of increasing musical homogeny, the

blurring of regional identities, and the gradual extinction of traditional local music-

making practices.

2. Popular non-Western genres

Although it primarily describes traditional music, the world music category also includes

popular music from non-Western urban communities (e.g. South African "township"

music) and non-European music forms that have been influenced by other so-called third-

world musics (e.g. Afro-Cuban music), although Western-style popular song sourced

from non-English-speaking countries in Western Europe (e.g. French pop music) would

not generally be considered world music.

3. World Music in France

Paris is one of the great European capitals for world music. For many years, the city has

attracted numerous musicians from former colonies in West Africa and North Africa.

This thriving scene is aided by the fact that there are many concerts and institutions that

help promote the music.

Algerian and Moroccan music have an important presence in the French capital.

Hundreds of thousands of Algerian and Moroccan immigrants have settled in Paris,

bringing the sounds of Amazigh (Berber), ra, and Gnawa music. Algerian ra also found a

large French audience, especially Cheb Mami.

The West African community is also very large, integrated by people from Senegal,

Mali,Ivory Coast, and Guinea. They have introduced manding jeli music, mbalax and

other styles.

4. Cultural appropriation in western music

The origins of the term World Music in relation to the selling of this type of music began

in 1982 when World Music Day (Fte de la Musique) was initiated in France. World Music

Day is celebrated on 21 June every year since then. On Monday 29 June 1987 a meeting

of interested parties gathered to capitalise on the marketing of this genre. Arguably
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popular interest was sparked with the release in 1986 of Paul Simon's Graceland album.

The concept behind the album was to express his own sensibilities using the sounds which

he had fallen in love with listening to artists from Southern Africa, including Ladysmith

Black Mambazo and Savuka. But this project and the work of Peter Gabriel and Johnny

Clegg amongst others had to some degree introduced non-western music to a wider

audience and this was an opportunity which could not be ignored.

Before 1987, although World Music undoubtedly had a following and with this potential

market opening up, it was difficult for interested parties to sell their music to the larger

music stores; although specialist music stores had been important in developing the genre

over many years, the record companies, broadcasters and journalists had been finding it

difficult to build a following because the music itself seemed too scarce. They were eyeing

the Jazz and Classic markets, watching them develop a cross-over audience and decided

that the best way forward would be to collective strategy to bring the music to a wider

audience.

At the outset of the 1987 meeting, the musician Roger Armstrong advised why something

needed to be done; "(He) felt that the main problem in selling our kind of material lay with

the UKretail outlets and specifically the fact that they did not know how to rack it

coherently. This discouraged them from stocking the material in any depth and made it

more difficult for the record buyers to become acquainted with our catalogues."

The first concern of the meetings was to select the umbrella name that this 'new' music

would be listed under. Suggestions included 'World Beat' and prefixing words such as

'Hot' or 'Tropical' to existing genre titles, but 'World Music' won after a show of hands, but

initially it was not meant to be the title for a whole new genre, rather something which all

of the record labels could place on the sleeves of records in order to distinguish them

during the forthcoming campaign. It only became a title for the genre after an agreement

that despite the publicity campaign, this wasn't an exclusive club and that for the good of

all, any label which was selling this type of music would be able to take advantage.

Another issue which needed to be addressed was the distribution methods which existed at

the time. Most of the main labels were unhappy with the lack of specialist knowledge

displayed by sales persons which led to poor service; there was also a reluctance amongst

many of the larger outlets to carry the music, because they understandably liked larger
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releases which could be promoted within store. It was difficult to justify a large

presentation expense if the stock going into stores was limited.

One of the marketing strategies used in the vinyl market at the time was the use of browser

cards, which would appear in the record racks. As part of the World Music campaign it

was decided that these would be a two colour affair designed to carry a special offer

package; to aid the retailer a selection of labels would also be included

In an unprecedented move, all of the World Music labels co-ordinated together and

developed a compilation cassette for the cover of the music magazine NME. The overall

running time was ninety minutes, each package containing a mini-catalogue showing the

other releases on offer. This was a smart move as NME readers are often seen as

discerning listeners and it was important step to get them on board.

By the time of that second meeting it was becoming clear that in order for the campaign to

be successful, it should have its own dedicated press officer. They would be able to juggle

the various deadlines and also be able to sell the music as a concept to not just the national

stations but also regional DJs who were keen to expand the variety of music they could

offer. They were seen as a key resource as it was important for 'World Music' to be seen as

something which could be important to people outside London- most regions after all had

a similarly rich folk heritage which could be tapped into. A cost effective way of

achieving all this would be a leafleting campaign.

The next step was to develop a World Music chart, gathering together selling information

from around fifty shops, so that it would finally be possible to see which were big sellers

in the genre - allowing new listeners to see what was particularly popular. It was agreed

that the NME could again be involved in printing the chart and also Music Week and the

Londonlistings magazine City Limits. It was also suggested that Andy Kershaw might be

persuaded to do a run down of this chart on his show regularly.

And so October 1987 was designated 'World Music' month. A music festival, 'Crossing

the Border' was held at the Town & Country Club, London and it was the start of the

winter season for both WOMAD and Arts Worldwide. The main press release stressed the

issues inherent in the campaign:
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"Since the early Eighties the enthusiasm for music from 'outside' Western pop culture has

been steadily mounting. More and more international artists, many of whom are big stars

in their own countries, are coming here on tour. They started off, like The Bhundu Boys,

playing small clubs and pubs, but now many acts are so popular that they are packing out

larger venues.

"The excitement and word-of-mouth appeal is backed up by radio - World of Music on

Voice of America, Transpacific Sound Paradise on WFMU, The Planet on Australia's

ABC Radio National, DJ Edu presenting D.N.A: DestiNation Africa on BBC Radio 1Xtra,

Adil Ray on the BBC Asian Network, Andy Kershaw's show on BBC Radio 3 and Charlie

Gillett's show on the BBC World Service to name but seven... and the demand for

recordings of non-Western artists is surely growing. This is where the problems can start

for the potential buyer of 'World Music' albums - the High Street record shop hasn't got

the particular record, or even a readily identifiable section to browse through, it doesn't

show in any of the published charts, and at this point all but the most tenacious give up -

and who can blame them?"

Another factor to raise the profile of world music was the founding of the Real World

Records label by Peter Gabriel in 1988. His well-known name brought attention of the

artists whose work he released, such as Pakistani qawwali singer Nusrat Fateh Ali Khan.

A. R. Rahman, a Sony BMG music artist from India is a well-known World Music Artist.

Today, mainstream music has adopted many of the features of world music, and artists

such as Shakira and the members of the Buena Vista Social Club have reached a much

wider audience. At the same time world music has been influenced by hip hop, pop and

jazz. Even heavy metal bands such as Tool and Nile have incorporated world music into

their own. Some entertainers who cross over to recording from film and television will

often start with World music; Steven Seagal is a recent example.

World music radio programs these days will often be playing African hip hop or reggae

artists, crossover Bhangra and Latin American jazz groups, etc. Public radio and

webcasting are an important way for music enthusiasts all over the world to hear the

enormous diversity of sounds and styles which, collectively, amount to World Music. The

BBC, NPR, and ABC (Australian Broadcasting Corporation) are rich sources for World
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Music where it is possible to listen online as well as read about the artists and history of

this genre.

Topic : The Music Of India, Charles Capwell

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Understand the Indian Classical Music

 Get familiar with the Hindustani music

 Knowledge of the Carnatic music

 Understand the concepts of Folk music

 Comprehend the Modern music

Definition/Overview:

This topic discusses that the music of Indiaincludes multiple varieties of folk, popular, pop,

and classical music. India's classical music tradition, including Carnatic and Hindustani

music, has a history panning millennia and, developed over several eras, it remains

fundamental to the lives of Indians today as sources of religious inspiration, cultural

expression and pure entertainment. India is made up of several dozen ethnic groups, speaking

their own languages and dialects, having very distinct cultural traditions.

Key Points:

1. Classical music

The two main traditions of classical music which have been Carnatic music, found

predominantly in the peninsular regions and Hindustani music, found in the northern and

central parts. While both traditions claim Vedic origin, history indicates that the two

traditions diverged from a common musical root since c. 13th century.

2. Hindustani music

Hindustani music is an Indian classical music tradition that goes back to Vedic times, and

further developed circa the 13th and 14th centuries AD with Persian influences and from
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existing religious and folk music. The practice of singing based on notes was popular

even from the Vedic times where the hymns in Sama Veda, a sacred text, was sung as

Samagana and not chanted. Developing a strong and diverse tradition over several

centuries, it has contemporary traditions established primarily in Indiabut also in Pakistan

and Bangladesh. In contrast to Carnatic music, the other main Indian classical music

tradition (originating from the South), Hindustani music was not only influenced by

ancient Hindu musical traditions, Vedic philosophy and native Indian sounds but also

enriched by the Persian performance practices of the Mughals. Besides pure classical,

there are also several semi-classical forms such as thumri and tappa.

3. Carnatic music

The present form of Carnatic music is based on historical developments that can be traced

to the 15th - 16th centuries AD and thereafter. From the ancient Sanskrit works available,

and the several epigraphical inscriptional evidences, the history of classical musical

traditions can be traced back to about 2500 years. Carnatic music is completely melodic,

with improvised variations. The main emphasis is on vocal music; most compositions are

written to be sung, and even when played on instruments, they are meant to be performed

in a singing style (known as gāyaki). Like Hindustani music, Carnatic music rests on two

main elements: rāga, the modes or melodic formul, and tāḷa, the rhythmic cycles.

Purandara Dasa is credited with having founded today's Carnatic Music. He systematized

the teaching method by framing a series of graded lessons such as swaravalis, janta

swaras, alankaras, lakshana geetas, prabandhas, ugabhogas, thattu varase, geetha, sooladis

and kritis. He introduced the Mayamalavagaula as the basic scale for music instruction.

These are followed by teachers and students of Carnatic music even today. Another of his

important contributions was the fusion of bhava, raga and laya in his compositions.

Purandara Dasa was the first composer that started commenting on the daily life of the

people in compositions. He incorporated in his songs popular folk language and

introduced folk ragas in the mainstream. The most important contribution he made was

the fusion of bhava, raga and laya into organic units.

He also composed a large number of lakshya and lakshana geetas, many of which are

sung to this day. His sooladis exhibit his mastery of the techniques of music, and are
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considered an authority for raga lakshana. Scholars attribute the standardization of varna

mettus entirely to Purandaradasa.

Purandaradasa's era was probably the beginning of Carnatic music's movement towards

krithi based classical music (one of its distinguishing characteristics compared to

Hindustani). The peripatetic dasas who followed him are believed to have followed the

systems he devised, as well as orally passing down his compositions.

Purandaradasa was a performer, a musicologist and the father of Carnatic musical

pedagogy. He is credited with having elevated Carnatic music from religious and

devotional music into the realm of a performing art. For all these reasons and the

enormous influence that he had on Carnatic music, musicologists call him the "Sangeeta

Pitamaha" or the grandfather of Carnatic music. Popular Carnatic vocalists of today

include Nithyashree Mahadevan, Sudha Ragunathan, P. Unni Krishnan, Aruna Sairam,

Priya Sisters, S. Sowmya, Sanjay Subrahmanyan, Sreevalsan J. Menon, Bombay Jayashri

Ramnath, Ranjani & Gayatri, Vijay Siva, O. S. Arun, O. S. Thyagarajan, T. M. Krishna,

Malladi Brothers - Sriram Prasad & Ravikumar, Sriram Parasuram & Anuradha

Parasuram, Sikkil C. Gurucharan, Vishakha Hari and S. Kasthurirangan.

4. Folk music

4.1. Bauls

The Bauls of Bengal were a gay order of musicians in 18th, 19th and early 20th

century India who played a form of music using a khamak, ektara and dotara. The

word Baul comes from Sanskrit batul meaning divinely inspired insanity. They are

a group of mystic minstrels. They are thought to have been influenced greatly by

the Hindu tantric sect of the Kartabhajas as well as by Sufi sects. Bauls travel in

search of the internal ideal, Maner Manush (Man of the Heart).

4.2. Bhangra

Bhangra is a lively form of music and dance that originated in the Punjabregion.

As many Bhangra lyrics reflect the long and often tumultuous history of the

Punjab, knowledge of Punjabi history offers important insights into the meaning of

the music. While Bhangra began as a part of harvest festival celebrations, it
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eventually became a part of such diverse occasions as weddings and New Year

celebrations. Moreover, during the last thirty years, Bhangra has enjoyed a surge in

popularity worldwide, both in traditional form and as a fusion with genres such as

hip-hop, house, and reggae, and in such forms it has become a pop sensation in the

United Kingdom and North America.

4.3. Bhavageete

Bhavageete (literally 'devotional song') is a form of expressionist poetry and light

music. Some notable Bhavageete performers include Gantasala, P. Kalinga Rao,

Mysore Ananthaswamy, C. Aswath, Shimoga Subbanna, Archana Udupa, and

Raju Ananthaswamy.

4.4. Dandiya

Dandiya is a form of dance-oriented folk music that has also been adapted for pop

music. The present musical style is derived from the traditional musical

accompaniment to the folk dance.

4.5. Lavani

Lavani comes from the word Lavanya which means beauty. This is one of the

most popular forms of dance and music that is practiced all over Maharashtra. It

has in fact become a necessary part of the Maharashtrian folk dance

performances. Traditionally, the songs are sung by female artistes, but male

artistes may occasionally sing Lavanis. The dance format associated with Lavani

is known as Tamasha. Lavani is a combination of traditional song and dance,

which particulary performed to the enchanting beats of 'Dholak', an drum like

instrument. Dance performed by attractive women wearing nine-yard saris. They

are sung in a quick tempo. The verve, the enthusiasm, the rhythm and above all

the very beat of India finds an expressive declaration amidst the folk music of

India, which has somewhat, redefined the term "bliss". Lavani originated in the

arid region of Maharashtra and Madhya Pradesh.
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4.6. Popular music

The biggest form of Indian popular music is filmi, or songs from Indian musical

films. The film industry of Indiasupported music by according reverence to

classical music while utilizing the western orchestration to support Indian

melodies. Music composers like Naushad, Vasant Desai, Shankar Jaikishan, C.

Ramchandra, Salil Chowdhary and S.D. Burman employed the principles of

harmony while retaining classical and folk flavor. Reputed names in the domain

of Indian classical music like Pt. Ravi Shankar, Ustad Vilayat Khan, Ustad Ali

Akbar Khan and Pt. Ramnarayan have also composed music for films.

Independent pop acts such as Asha Bhosle, Alisha Chinai, Shaan, Madhushree,

Shreya Ghoshal, Nihira Joshi, Kavita Krishnamurthy, Sonu Nigam, Sukhwinder

Singh, Kunal Ganjawala, Sunidhi Chauhan, Alka Yagnik and rock bands like

Indus Creed, Indian Ocean, and Euphoria exist and have gained mass appeal with

the advent of cable music television.

4.7. Qawwali

Qawwali is a Sufi form of devotional music based on the principles of classical

music. It is performed with one or two lead singers, several chorus singers,

harmonium, tabla, and dholak.

4.8. Rabindra Sangeet

Rabindranath Tagore was a towering figure in Indian music. Writing in Bengali,

he created a library of over 2,000 songs now known by Bengalis as 'rabindra

sangeet' whose form is primarily influenced by Hindustani classical, sub-

classicals, Karnatic, western, bauls, bhatiyali and different folk songs of India.

Many singers in West Bengal, and Bangladeshbase their entire careers on the

singing of Tagore musical masterpieces. The national anthem of India and

national song of Bangladeshare Rabindra Sangeets.

4.9. Rajasthan

Rajasthan has a very diverse cultural collection of musician castes, including

Langas, Sapera, Bhopa, Jogi and Manganiyar. Rajasthan Diary quotes it as a
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soulful, full-throated music with Harmonious diversity. The haunting melody of

Rajasthan evokes from a variety of delightfully primitive looking instruments.

The stringed variety include the Sarangi, Rawanhattha, Kamayacha, Morsing and

Ektara. Percussion instruments come in all shapes and sizes from the huge

Nagaras and Dhols to the tiny Damrus. The Daf and Chang are a big favourite of

Holi (the festival of colours) revellers. Flutes and bagpipers come in local flavours

such as Shehnai, Poongi, Algoza, Tarpi, Been and Bankia. The essence of

Rajasthani music is derived from the creative symphony of string instruments,

percussion instruments and wind instruments accompanied by melodious

renditions of folk singers. It enjoys a respectable presence in Bollywood music as

well.

4.10. Interaction with non-Indian music

In the late 1970s and early 1980s, rock and roll fusions with Indian music were

well-known throughout Europe and North America. Ali Akbar Khan's 1955

performance in the United States was perhaps the beginning of this trend.

Jazz pioneers such as John Coltranewho recorded a composition entitled 'India'

during the November 1961 sessions for his album Live At The Village

Vanguard (the track was not released until 1963 on Coltrane's album

Impressions)also embraced this fusion. George Harrison (of the Beatles)

played the sitar on the song "Norwegian Wood (This Bird Has Flown)" in

1965, which sparked interest from Shankar, who subsequently took Harrisonas

his apprentice. Jazz innovator Miles Davis recorded and performed with

musicians like Khalil Balakrishna, Bihari Sharma, and Badal Roy in his post-

1968 electric ensembles. Virtuoso jazz guitarist John McLaughlin spent several

years in Madurailearning Carnatic music and incorporated it into many of his

acts including Shakti which featured prominent Indian musicians. Other

Western artists such as the Grateful Dead, Incredible String Band, the Rolling

Stones, the Move and Traffic soon incorporated Indian influences and

instruments, and added Indian performers. Legendary Grateful Dead frontman

Jerry Garcia joined guitarist Sanjay Mishra on his classic cd "Blue Incantation"

(1995). Mishra also wrote an original score for French Director Eric Heumann

for his film Port Djema (1996) which won best score at Hamptonsfilm festival
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and The Golden Bear at Berlin. In 2000 he recorded Rescue with drummer

Dennis Chambers (Carlos Santana, John McLaughlin et al) and in 2006

Chateau Benares with guests DJ Logic and Keller Williams (guitar and bass).

Though the Indian music craze soon died down among mainstream audiences,

diehard fans and immigrants continued the fusion. In the late 1980s, Indian-

British artists fused Indian and Western traditions to make the Asian

Underground. Since the 90's, Canadian born musician Nadaka who has spent

most of his life in India, has been creating music that is an acoustic fusion of

Indian classical music with western styles.

In the new millennium, American hip-hop has featured Indian Filmi and

Bhangra. Mainstream hip-hop artists have sampled songs from Bollywood

movies and have collaborated with Indian artists. Examples include

Timbaland's "Indian Flute", Erick Sermon and Redman's "React", Slum

Village's "Disco", and Truth Hurts' hit song "Addictive", which sampled a Lata

Mangeshkar song, and the Black Eyed Peas sampled Asha Bhosle's song "Yeh

Mera Dil" in their hit single "Don't Phunk With My Heart". In 1997, the British

band Cornershop paid tribute to Asha Bhosle with their song Brimful of Asha,

which became an international hit. British-born Indian artist Panjabi MC also

had a Bhangra hit in the U.S.with "Mundian To Bach Ke" which featured

rapper Jay-Z. Asian Dub Foundation are not huge mainstream stars, but their

politically-charged rap and punk rock influenced sound has a multi-racial

audience in their native UK. Recently international star Snoop Dogg appeared

in a song in the film Singh Is Kinng.

5. Modern music

5.1. Indi-pop music

Indian pop music, often known as Indipop or Indi-pop, is based on an

amalgamation of Indian folk and classical music, and modern beats from different

parts of the world. Indian popular music began initially with root-grass efforts

made by Pakistani famous singers Nazia Hassan and Zohaib Hassan.The indian

pop music is largely catered by indian filmy music and the Pakistani famous pop
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music.In fact almost all Pakistani artists and bands are extremely popular among

indians like Vital sign, Junoon, fusion, strings, Reath, Jal are some famous bands

from Pakistan while famouse pop artists are Junaid jamshed, Nazia and Zohaib

Hassan, Ali Hyder, Sajjad Ali, Atif Aslam, Shehzad Roy, Ali Azmat, Ali Zafar,

Hadiqa Kiani, Najum Sheraz, Saleem Javed and many more.

Much of Indian Pop music comes from the Indian Film Industry, and until the

1990s, few singers like Usha Uthup, Sharon Prabhakar, and Peenaz Masani

outside it were popular. Since then, pop singers in the latter group have included

Baba Sehgal, Alisha Chinai, Shantanu Mukherjee aka Shaan, Sagarika, Colonial

Cousins (Hariharan, Leslie Lewis), Lucky Ali, and Sonu Nigam, and music

composers like Jawahar Wattal, who made top selling albums with, Daler Mehndi,

Shubha Mudgal, Baba Sehgal, Swetha Shetty and Hans Raj Hans

Besides those listed above, popular Indi-Pop singers include Zubeen Garg,Daler

Mehndi, Raghav Sachar Rageshwari, Devika Chawla, Bombay Vikings, Asha

Bhosle, Sunidhi Chauhan, Bombay Rockers, Anu Malik, Jazzy B, Malkit Singh,

Hans Raj Hans, Raghav, Jay Sean, Juggy D, Rishi Rich, Sheila Chandra, Bally

Sagoo, Punjabi MC, Bhangra Knights, Mehnaz, and Sanober. Recently, Indian

pop has taken an interesting turn with the "remixing" of songs from past Indian

movie songs, new beats being added to them.

6. Rock & Metal music

The rock music "scene" in India is extremely small when compared to filmi or fusion

music "scenes" but has of recent years come into its own, achieving a cult status of sorts.

Rock music in Indiahas its origins in 1960s and 70's when international stars such as The

Beatles visited Indiaand brought their music with them. These artistes' collaboration with

Indian musicians such as Ravi Shankar and Zakir Hussain have led to the development of

Raga Rock. However Indian Rock Bands began to gain prominence only much later,

around the late 1980s. It was around this time that the rock band Indus Creed formerly

known as The Rock Machine got itself noticed on the international stage with hits like

Rock N Roll Renegade. Other bands quickly followed. As of now, the rock music scene

in Indiais quietly growing day by day and gathering more support. With the introduction

of MTV in the early 1990s, Indians began to be exposed to various forms of rock such as
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grunge and speed metal. This influence can be clearly seen in many Indian bands today.

The cities of Kolkata, Chennai, Delhi, Mumbai and Bangalorehave emerged as major

melting pots for rock and metal enthusiasts. Some prominent bands include Indian

Ocean,Parikrama, Pentagram, Thermal and a Quarter,No Idea(indian band), Zero, Half

step down, Scribe, Indus Creed, Demonic Resurrection, PRITHVI, Agni, Exiled, Cassini's

Division, The Supersonics, Span, Camouflage, Five Little Indians and Nexus. The future

looks encouraging thanks to entities such as DogmaTone Records, that are dedicated to

promoting and supporting Indian Rock. One of the most famous rock musicians in the

world is the late Freddie Mercury of Queen. Born Farrokh Bomi Bulsara to Indian parents

in Zanzibar, he was raised in Panchgani near Mumbai. Mercury was influenced early on

by the Bollywood playback singer Lata Mangeshkar along with western influences such

as Led Zeppelin, Jimi Hendrix, John Lennon and The Beatles.

Topic : Music Of The Middle East, Bruno Nettl

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Understand the concepts of Arabic pop music

 Get familiar with the Arabic hip hop genre

 Get the knowledge of Arabesque music

 Understanding the Berber music

Definition/Overview:

This topic discusses that the music of the Middle East and North Africa spans across a vast

region, from Morocco to Afghanistan, and its influences can be felt even further afield.

Middle Eastern music influenced (and has been influenced by) the music of Greeceand India,

as well as Central Asia, Spain, the Caucasus and the Balkans, as in chalga. The various

nations of the region include the Arabic-speaking countries of the Middle East and North

Africa, the Persian tradition of Iran, the Greek traditions of Cypriot music, the music of

Turkey, various Jewish traditions from Israel, the Kurdish music, Berbers of North Africa,

and the Coptic Christians in Egypt all maintain their own traditions.
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Throughout the region, religion has been a common factor in uniting peoples of different

languages, cultures and nations. The predominance of Islam allowed a great deal of Arabic

influence to spread through the region rapidly from the 7th century onward. The Arabic scale

is strongly melodic, based around various maqam or modes (also known as makam in

Turkish music). This is similar to the dastgah of Persian music. While this originates with

classical music, the modal system has filtered down into folk, liturgical and even popular

music filtering through Western interaction. Unlike much western music, Arabic music

includes quarter tones halfway between notes, often through the use of stringed instruments

(like the oud) or the human voice. Further distinguishing characteristics of Middle Eastern

and North African music include very complex rhythmic structures, generally tense vocal

tone, and a homophonic texture. Often, more traditional Middle Eastern music can last from

one to three hours in length, building up to anxiously waited for, and much applauded

climaxes, or atrab, deriving from the Arabic term tarraba

Key Points:

1. Arabic pop music

Arabic pop music or Arab pop is a subgenre of Pop music and Arabic music. Most Arab

pop is mainly produced in Cairo, with Beirut a secondary center prior to the Lebanese

Civil War. It is an outgrowth of the Arabic film industry, also centered in Cairo. The

primary style is a genre that synthetically combines pop melodies with elements of

different Arab regional styles, called ughniyah (Arabic:أغنیة) or in English "Arab song". It

uses Western string instruments including the guitar as well as traditional Middle Eastern

instruments. Another aspect of Arab pop is the overall tone and mood of the songs. The

majority of the songs are in a minor key, and themes tend to focus on longing,

melancholy, strife, and generally love issues.

2. Arabic hip hop

Arabic hip hop is hip hop music and culture originating in the Arabic-speaking world. It

is performed in local Arabic dialects, English, French, Berber languages (Tamzight) and

Hebrew. Like most artists of the genre, the artists from the Arab World are highly

influenced by American hip hop.
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Also considered part of Arabic hip hop are the rappers of Arab origin in the Arab diaspora

including in Europe, North America, Australia. These rappers are at times well-renowned

far behind their appeal to Arab audiences and are considered successful intrenational rap

acts.

Hip hop music is highly popular almost everywhere in the Middle East, the Gulf and

Northern Africa. It is played on radio stations and shown on TV stations, but live hip hop

performances has only begun in the 1990s. Many hip hop groups are still underground,

because their views and criticism of politics could lead to government censure. Therefore,

the internet has been a major outlet for most groups. Hip hop music is played on the radio

stations and shown on TV stations in Arab countries, but performing it has begun only

recently. It is widely claimed that a Palestinian group called DAM began the movement

but in fact, the MWR (from Akko) released the first hip hop single in Arabic called

"Ashanak Arabi" (Because you an Arab).

3. Arabesque music

Arabesque or Arabesk (Turkish: Arabesk) is a genre termed so by Turkish musicologists

for Arabic-style music created in Turkey. The genre was particularly popular in Turkey in

the decades from the 1960s through 1990s. As with Arabic music itself, its aesthetics

have evolved over the decades. Although melodies and rhythms are predominantly

Arabic-pop influenced, it also draws ideas from other aspects of Middle Eastern music

including Bağlama music, Turkish forms of oriental dance and Ottoman classical music.

It continues to be played within Turkey in its purer form today, but its popularity has

waned with younger people in more recent times; and it has tended to merge into, and be

subsumed by, other genres such as latter-day Western dance music and Turkish pop

music.

4. Berber music

The Berbers are an ethnic group in North and West Africa. Their music is widely varying

across the area they inhabit, but is best known for its place in Moroccan music, the

popular Kabylian and chawi music of Algeria and the widespread Tuareg music of

Burkina Faso, Nigerand Mali.
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The region of Kabylia in Algeriahas a very large Berber population. Traditional Kabylian

music consists of vocalists accompanied by a rhythm section, consisting of t'bel

(tambourine) and bendir (frame drum), and a melody section, consisting of a ghaita

(bagpipe) and ajouag (flute).

Kabylian music has been famous in Francesince the 1930s, when it was played at cafs. As

it evolved, Western string instruments and Arab musical conventions, like large backing

orchestras, were added. After the independence of Algeria and Kabylian culture was

oppressed, many musicians began to adopt politicized lyrics. The three most popular

musicians of this era were Ferhat Mehenni, Lounis Ait Menguellet and Idir, whose "A

Vava Inouva" (1973) brought international attention for Kabylian music and laid the

groundwork for the breakthrough of ra.

By the time ra, a style of Algerian popular music, became popular in Franceand elsewhere

in Europe, Kabylian artists were also moving towards popular music conventions. Hassen

Zermani's all-electric Takfarinas and Abdelli's work with Peter Gabriel's Real World

helped bring Kabylian music to new audiences, while the murder of Matoub Lounes

inspired many Kabylians to rally around their popular musicians.

Modern singers include Djur Djura and many chawi singers and groups as: Houria Aichi,

Les Berberes, Ithran, Amirouch, Massinissa, Amadiaz, Numidas, Mihoub, Massilia,

Merkunda, Thiguyer, Salim Souhali (Thaziri), Dihya, Messaoud Nedjahi and others.

In Section 2 of this course you will cover these topics:
The Music Of China, Isabel K.F. Wong

The Music Of Japan, Isabel K.F. Wong

The Music Of Indonesia, Charles Capwell

Topic : The Music Of China, Isabel K.F. Wong

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Understand the concepts of Dynasty era

 Get familiar with the Republic of China era

 Comprehend the Instrumental
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 Get familiar with the Chinese opera

Definition/Overview:

The topic discusses that the music of Chinadates back to the dawn of Chinese civilization

with documents and artifacts providing evidence of a well-developed musical culture as early

as the Zhou Dynasty (1122 BC 256 BC). Today, the music continues a rich traditional

heritage in one aspect, while emerging into a more contemporary form at the same time.

Key Points:

1. Dynasty era (1122 BC 1911)

According to Mencius, a powerful ruler once asked him whether it was moral if he

preferred popular music to the classics. The answer was that it only mattered that the ruler

love his subjects. The Imperial Music Bureau, first established in the Qin Dynasty (22107

BC), was greatly expanded under the Emperor Han Wu Di (14087 BC) and charged with

supervising court music and military music and determining what folk music would be

officially recognized. In subsequent dynasties, the development of Chinese music was

strongly influenced by foreign music, especially Central Asia.

The oldest known written music is Youlan or the Solitary Orchid, attributed to Confucius

(see guqin article for a sample of tablature). The first major well-documented flowering

of Chinese music was for the qin during the Tang Dynasty, though the qin is known to

have been played since before the Han Dynasty.

In ancient China the position of musicians was much lower than that of painters, though

music was seen as central to the harmony and longevity of the state. Almost every

emperor took folk songs seriously, sending officers to collect songs to inspect the popular

will. One of the Confucianist Classics, Shi Jing (poets), contained many folk songs dating

from 800 BC to about 300 BC. The first European to reachChinawith a musical

instrument was Jesuit priest Matteo Ricci who presented a Harpsichord to the Ming

imperial court in 1601, and trained four eunuchs to play it.
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2. Republic of Chinaera (19121949)

The New Culture Movement of the 1910s and 1920s evoked a great deal of lasting

interest in Western music. A number of Chinese musicians returned from studying abroad

to perform Western classical music, composing work based on Western musical notation

system. The Kuomintang tried to sponsor modern music adoptions via the Shanghai

Conservatory of Music despite the ongoing political crisis. 20th-century cultural

philosophers like Xiao Youmei, Cai Yuanpei, Feng Zikai and Wang Guangqi wanted to

see Chinese music adopted to the best standard possible. There were many different

opinions regarding the best standard.

Symphony orchestras were formed in most major cities and performed to a wide audience

in the concert halls and on radio. Many of the performers added jazz influences to

traditional music, adding xylophones, saxophones and violins, among other instruments.

L Wencheng, Li Jinhui, Zhou Xuan, Qui Hechou, Yin Zizhong and He Dasha were

among the most popular performers and composers during this period.

After the 1942 Yan'an Forum on Literature and Art, a large-scale campaign was launched

in the Communist controlled areas to adapt folk music to create revolutionary songs to

educate the largely illiterate rural population on party goals. Musical forms considered

superstitious or anti-revolutionary were repressed, and harmonies and bass lines were

added to traditional songs. One example is The East Is Red, a folksong from northern

Shaanxiwhich was adapted into a nationalist hymn. Of particular note is the composer,

Xian Xinghai, who was active during this period, and composed the Yellow River

Cantata which is the most well-known of all of his works.

3. People's Republic of Chinaera (19491990s)

The golden age of shidaiqu and the Seven great singing stars would come to an end when

the Communist party denounced Chinese popular music as yellow music (pornography).

Maoists considered pop music as a decline to the art form in the mainland. In 1949 the

Kuomintang relocated to Taiwan, and the People's Republic of Chinawas established.

Revolutionary songs would become heavily promoted by the state. The Maoists, during

the Cultural Revolution, pushed revolutionary music as the only acceptable genre;

because of propaganda, this genre largely overshadowed all others and came almost to
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define Mainland music. This is still, in some ways, an ongoing process, but some scholars

and musicians (Chinese and otherwise) are trying to revive old music.

After the Tiananmen Square protests of 1989, a new fast tempo Northwest Wind style

was launched by the people to counter the government. The music would progress into

Chinese rock, which remained popular in the 1990s. However, music in Chinais very

much state-owned as the TV, media, and major concert halls are all controlled by the

Communist party. The government mainly chose not to support Chinese rock by limiting

its exposure and airtime. As a result, the genre never reached the mainstream in its

entirety.

4. Current

China has a high piracy rate along with issues of intellectual properties. As a result, most

albums are released in Taiwanor Hong Kong first. It is often one of the business decisions

made by record companies. Normally there is some delay before the products are released

into the mainland, with occasional exceptions, such as the work of Cui Jian who was

released in Taiwan,Hong Kong and the mainland simultaneously. Consequently, a delay

in release time is also the biggest driver of piracy, since individuals would rather pirate

from the outside. Modern market is not only hindered by rights issues, as there are many

other factors such as profit margin, income and other economical questions.

Annual events such as the Midi Modern Music Festival in Beijingattract tens of thousands

of visitors. There was also the "Snow Mountain Music Festival" in Yunnanprovince 2002.

The term "Chinese Woodstock" has been thrown around by Western media for these two

events. Both draw sizable crowds outdoor, but the term is not quite official. The Chinese

rock movement differed from its Western counterpart in that it never fully made it into

mainstream culture due to restrictions by the state.

Today, rock music is centered on almost exclusively in Beijing andShanghai, and has

very limited influence over Chinese society. Wuhanand Sichuanare sometimes considered

pockets of rock music culture as well. It points to a significant cultural, political and

social difference that exists between China, the West, or even different parts within

China. While rock has existed in Chinafor decades, the milestone that put the genre on the
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international map is when Cui Jian played with The Rolling Stones in 2003, at the age of

42.

5. Instrumental

Traditional music in Chinais played on solo instruments or in small ensembles of plucked

and bowed stringed instruments, flutes, and various cymbals, gongs, and drums. The scale

is pentatonic. Bamboo pipes and qin are among the oldest known musical instruments

from China; instruments are traditionally divided into categories based on their material

of composition: animal skins, gourd, bamboo, wood, silk, earth/clay, metal and stone.

Chinese orchestras traditionally consist of bowed strings, woodwinds, plucked strings and

percussion.

Chinese vocal music has traditionally been sung in a thin, non-resonant voice or in

falsetto and is usually solo rather than choral. All traditional Chinese music is melodic

rather than harmonic. Chinese vocal music probably developed from sung poems and

verses with music. Instrumental pieces played on an erhu or dizi are popular, and are

often available outside of China, but the pipa and zheng music, which are more

traditional, are more popular in China itself. The qin is perhaps the most revered

instrument in China, even though very few people know what it is or seen and heard one

being played. The zheng, a form of zither, is most popular in Henan, Chaozhou, Hakka

and Shandong. The pipa, a kind of lute, believed to have been introduced from the

Arabian Peninsula area during the 6th century and adopted to suit Chinese tastes, is most

popular in Shanghai and surrounding areas.

6. Ethnic Han music

Han Chinese makes up 92% of the population of China. Ethnic Han music consists of

heterophonic music, in which the musicians play versions of a single melodic line.

Percussion accompanies most music, dance,talks, and opera.

7. Chinese opera

Chinese opera has been hugely popular for centuries, especially Beijing opera. The music

is often guttural with high-pitched vocals, usually accompanied by suona, jinghu, other

kinds of string instruments, and percussion. Other types of opera include clapper opera,
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Pingju, Cantonese opera, puppet opera, Kunqu, Sichuan opera, Qinqiang, ritual masked

opera and Huangmei xi.

8. Folk music

Han folk music thrives at weddings and funerals and usually includes a form of oboe

called a suona and percussive ensembles called chuigushou. The music is diverse,

sometimes jolly, sometimes sad and often based on Western pop music and TV theme

songs. Ensembles consisting of mouth organs (sheng), shawms (suona), flutes (dizi) and

percussion instruments (especially yunluo gongs) are popular in northern villages; their

music is descended from the imperial temple music of Beijing, Xi'an, Wutai shan and

Tianjin.Xi'an drum music consisting of wind and percussive instruments is popular

around Xi'an, and has received some popularity outside China in a highly-commercialized

form. Another important instrument is the sheng, pipes, which is an ancient instrument

that is an ancestor of all Western free reed instruments, such as the accordion. Parades led

by Western-type brass bands are common, often competing in volume with a

shawm/chuigushou band.

9. Regional music

Music forms an integral part of Tibetan Buddhism. While chanting remains perhaps the

best known form of Tibetan Buddhist music, complex and lively forms are also

widespread. Monks use music to recite various sacred texts and to celebrate a variety of

festivals during the year. The most specialized form of chanting is called yang, which is

without metrical timing and is dominated by resonant drums and sustained, low syllables.

Other forms of chanting are unique to Tantra as well as the four main monastic schools:

Gelugpa, Kagyupa, Nyingmapa and Sakyapa. Of these schools, Gelugpa is considered a

more a restrained, classical form, while Nyingmapa is widely described as romantic and

dramatic. Gelugpa is perhaps the most popular.

Secular Tibetan music survived the Cultural Revolution more intact than spiritual music,

especially due to the Tibetan Institute of Performing Arts, which was founded by the

Dalai Lama shortly after his self-imposed exile. TIPA originally specialized in the

operatic lhamo form, which has since been modernized with the addition of Western and

other influences. Other secular genres include nangma and toshe, which are often linked
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and are accompanied by a variety of instruments designed for highly-rhythmic dance

music. Nangma karaoke is popular in modern Lhasa. A classical form called gar is very

popular, and is distinguished by ornate, elegant and ceremonial music honoring

dignitaries or other respected persons.

Tibetan folk music includes a cappella lu songs, which are distinctively high in pitch with

glottal vibrations, as well as now rare epic bards who sing the tales of Gesar, Tibet's most

popular hero.

Tibetan music has influenced the pioneering compositions of Philip Glass and, most

influentially, Henry Eichheim. Later artists made New Age fusions by pioneers Henry

Wolff and Nancy Hennings. These two collaborated on Tibetan Bells, perhaps the first

fusion of New Age and Tibetan influences, in 1971. Glass' Kundun soundtrack proved

influential in the 1990s, while the popularity of Western-adapted Buddhism (exemplified

by Richard Gere, Yungchen Lhamo, Steve Tibbetts, Choying Drolma, Lama Karta and

Kitaro and Nawang Khechong) helped further popularize Tibetan music.

With the arrival of Tibetan refugees in the Himalayas, Western music, often in unique

Tibetan forms, started to become popular among Tibetans everywhere. Rangzen Shonu

quickly became the most popular ethnically Tibetan performers of Western rock and pop.

Other forms of imported pop music include Indian ghazal and filmi, popular across the

Himalayasand in Tibetan communities worldwide. Tibetan-Western fusions have been

long suppressed in Chinaitself, but have been widespread and innovative outside of the

country. In the mid- to late 1980s, a relaxation of governmental rules allowed a form of

Tibetan pop music to emerge in Tibetproper. Direct references to native religion is still

forbidden, but commonly-understood metaphors are widespread. Pure Tibetan pop is

heavily influenced by light Chinese rock, and includes best-sellers like Jampa Tsering and

Yatong. Politically and socially aware songs are rare in this form of pop, but

commonplace in a second type of Tibetan pop. Nangma karaoke bars appeared in 1998

and are common in Lhasa, in spite of threats from the Chinese government.

10. Pop music

C-pop originally began with the shidaiqu genre founded by Li Jinhui in the mainland,

with Western jazz influences from the likes of Buck Clayton. After the Communist Party
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establishment, the Baak Doi record company ended up leaving Shanghai in 1952. The

1970s saw the rise of cantopop in Hong Kong, and later mandopop in Taiwan. The

mainland remained on the sideline for decades with minimal degree of participation. Only

in recent years did the youth in mainland resume as a consumer for the Taiwanmandopop

market. Still, Chinais not yet considered a major production hub despite having the

largest population. When Hong Kong's icon Anita Mui performed the song "Bad Girl"

during the 1990s in China, she was banned from returning to the concert for showing a

rebellious attitude. By Western standards, the performance was no more rebellious than,

for example, Madonna since Mui based a lot of her dance moves on Madonna's style.

Many mainland artists often try to start their commercial success in Hong Kong or

Taiwan first, and then re-import into the mainland as part of the gangtai culture. Since the

end of the 20th century, pop music in mainland China started to become more popular.

Especially at the start of the 21st century, Mainland Chinese artists have started producing

a wide range of mandarin pop songs along with many new albums. Many mainland

Chinese, Taiwanese and Hong Kongartists performed for the promotion of the 2008

Beijing Olympics.

11. Rock and heavy metal

The widely-acknowledged forefather of Chinese rock is Cui Jian. In the late 1980s he

played the first Chinese rock song called: "Nothing To My Name" ("Yi wu suo you"). It

was the first time an electric guitar was used in China. He became the most famous

performer of the time, and by 1988 he performed at a concert broadcasted worldwide in

conjunction with the Seoul Summer Olympic Games. His socially critical lyrics earned

him the anger of the government and many of his concerts were banned or cancelled.

After the Tiananmen Square protests of 1989, he played with a red blindfold around his

head as an action against the government.

Following, two bands became famous Hei Bao (Black Panther) and Tang Dynasty. Both

started during the late 1980s and early 1990s. Hei Bao is an old-school rock band whose

first CD, Hei Bao used the popular English song ("Don't Break My Heart"). Tang

Dynasty was the first Chinese heavy metal band. Its first CD "A Dream Return to Tang

Dynasty" combines elements of traditional Chinese opera and old school heavy metal.

The album was a major breakthrough releasing around 1991/1992.
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Around 199496: the first thrash metal band, Chao Zai (Overload), was formed. They

released three CDs, the last one in cooperation with pop singer Gao Chi of the split-up

band The Breathing. At the same time the first new metal bands were formed and inspired

by Western bands such as Korn, Limp Bizkit or Linkin Park.Chinawould have their own

with Yaksa, Twisted Machine, AK-47, Overheal Tank.

12. National music

Guoyue are basically music performed on some grand presentation to encourage national

pride. Since 1949, it has been by far the most government-promoted genre. Compared to

other forms of music, symphonic national music flourished throughout the country. In

1969 the cantata was adapted to a piano concerto. The Yellow River Piano Concerto was

performed by the pianist Yin Chengzong, and is still performed today on global stages.

During the height of the Cultural Revolution, musical composition and performance were

greatly restricted. A form of soft, harmonic, generic, pan-Chinese music called guoyue

was artificially created to be performed at conservatories. After the Cultural Revolution,

musical institutions were reinstated and musical composition and performance revived.

At the height of the Mao Zedong era, the music accelerated at the political level into

"Revolutionary Music" leaning toward cult status and becoming mainstream under pro-

Communist ideology

Topic : The Music Of Japan, Isabel K.F. Wong

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Understand the Traditional Japanese music

 Get familiar with the Musical theater

 Understand the concept of Taiko

Definition/Overview:

The modern Japanese music scene includes a wide array of performers in distinct styles

traditional and modern, ranging from rock, electro, punk, folk, metal, reggae, salsa, and tango

to country music and hip hop. Local music often appears at karaoke venues, which is on lease
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from the record labels. The old Japanese music has no specific beat, and is calm. The music is

improvised most of the time.

Key Points:

1. Traditional Japanese music

Two of the oldest forms of traditional Japanese music are shōmyō, or Buddhist chanting,

and gagaku, or orchestral court music, both of which date to the Nara and Heian periods.

Gagaku is a type of classical music that has been performed at the Imperial court since the

Heian period. Kagurauta, Azumaasobi and Yamatouta are relatively indigenous

repertories. Tōgaku and komagaku originated from the Chinese Tang dynasty via the

Korean peninsula. In addition, gagaku is divided into kangen (instrumental music) and

bugaku (dance accompanied by gagaku).

Originating as early as the 19th century are honkyoku ("original pieces"). These are solo

shakuhachi pieces played by mendicant Fuke sect priests of Zen buddhism. These priests,

called komusō ("emptiness monk"), played honkyoku for alms and enlightenment. The

Fuke sect ceased to exist in the 19th century, but a verbal and written lineage of many

honkyoku continues today, though this music is now often practiced in a concert or

performance setting. The samurai often listened to and performed in these musical

activities, in their practices of enriching their lives and understanding.

2. Musical theater

Musical theater also developed in Japanfrom an early age. Noh or nō arose out of various

more popular traditions and by the 14th century had developed into a highly refined art. It

was brought to its peak by Kan'ami (1333-1384) and Zeami (1363?-1443). In particular

Zeami provided the core of the Noh repertory and authored many treatises on the secrets

of the Noh tradition (until the modern era these were not widely read). Another form of

Japanese theater is the puppet theater, often known as bunraku. This traditional puppet

theater also has roots in popular traditions and flourished especially during Chonin in the

Edoperiod (1600-1868). It is usually accompanied by recitation (various styles of jōruri)

accompanied by shamisen music. During the Edoperiod actors (after 1652 only male

adults) performed the lively and popular kabuki theater. Kabuki, which could feature
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anything from historical plays to dance plays, was often accompanied by nagauta style of

singing and shamisen performance.

3. Taiko

The taiko is a Japanese drum that comes in various sizes and is used to play a variety of

musical genres. It has become particularly popular in recent years as the central

instrument of percussion ensembles whose repertory is based on a variety of folk and

festival music of the past. Such taiko music is played by large drum ensembles called

kumi-daiko. Its origins are uncertain, but can be sketched out as far back as the 6th and

7th centuries, when a clay figure of a drummer indicates its existence. China influences

followed, but the instrument and its music remained uniquely Japanese. Taiko drums

during this period were used during battle to intimidate the enemy and to communicate

commands. Taiko continue to be used in the religious music of Buddhism and Shintō. In

the past players were holy men, who played only at special occasions and in small groups,

but in time secular men (rarely women) also played the taiko in semi-religious festivals

such as the bon dance.

4. Modern ensemble taiko

Modern ensemble taiko is said to have been invented by Daihachi Oguchi in 1951. A jazz

drummer, Oguchi incorporated his musical background into large ensembles, which he

had also designed. His energetic style made his group popular throughout Japan, and

made the Hokuriku region a center for taiko music. Musicians to arise from this wave of

popularity included Sukeroku Daiko and his bandmate Seido Kobayashi. 1969 saw a

group called Za Ondekoza founded by Tagayasu Den; Za Ondekoza gathered together

young performers who innovated a new roots revival version of taiko, which was used as

a way of life in communal lifestyles. During the 1970s, the Japanese government

allocated funds to preserve Japanese culture, and many community taiko groups were

formed. Later in the century, taiko groups spread across the world, especially to the

United States.
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Topic : The Music Of Indonesia, Charles Capwell

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Understand the music of Java, Sumatra, Bali, Flores and other islands

 Get familiar with the Gamelan

 Give a clear picture of Central Java

 Understand the Pop and folk music

Definition/Overview:

This topic discusses that Indonesia is culturally diverse, and every one of the 17,508 islands

has its own cultural and artistic history and character. This results hundreds of different forms

of music, which often accompanies dance and theater. The music of Java, Sumatra, Bali,

Flores and other islands have been documented and recorded, and research by Indonesian and

international scholars is ongoing.

Key Points:

1. Tembang sunda

Tembang sunda, also called seni mamaos cianjuran, or just cianjuran, is a form of sung

poetry which arose in the colonial-era kabupaten of Cianjur. It was first known as an

aristocratic art; one cianjuran composer was R.A.A. Kusumahningrat (Dalem Pancaniti),

ruler of Cianjur (1834 - 1862). The instruments of Cianjuran are kacapi Indung, kacapi

rincik and suling or bamboo flute, and rebab for salendro compositions. The lyrics are

typically sung in free verse, but a more modern version, panambih, is metrical.

2. Kecapi suling

Kecapi suling is a type of instrumental music that is highly improvisational and popular in

parts of Java. It is related to tembang sunda.
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3. Gamelan

The most popular and famous form of Indonesian music is gamelan, an ensemble of tuned

percussion instruments that include metallophone drums, gongs and spike fiddles along

with bamboo flutes. Similar ensembles are prevalent throughout Indonesia and Malaysia,

but gamelan is from Java, Bali and Lombok. There are rivalries between different regions'

variations of gamelan, especially Java and Bali.

4. Central Java

Gamelan is inticate and meticulously laid out. The central melody is played on a

metallophone in the center of the orchestra, while the front elaboration and ornamentation

on the melody, and, at the back, the gongs slowly punctuate the music. There are two

tuning systems system. Each Gamelan is tuned to itself, and the intervals between notes

on the scale vary between ensembles. The metallophones cover four octaves, and include

types like the slenthem, demung, saron panerus and balungan. The soul of the gamelan is

believed to reside in the large gong, or gong ageng. Other gongs are tuned to each note of

the scale and include ketuk, kenong and kempul. The front section of the orchestra is

diverse, and includes rebab, suling, siter, bonang and gambang. Male choruses (gerong)

and female (pesindhen) solo vocalists are common.

5. History

Gamelan is rooted in Hinduism and Buddhism, though the island of Java is almost

entirely Muslim today. Islam arrived in the 15th century, filtered through Hindustani

Indians. With the arrival of the Dutch colonizers, a number system called kepatihan was

developed to record the music. Music and dance at the time was divided into several

styles based on the main courts in the area -- Surakarta, Yogyakarta, Pakualaman and

Mangkunagaran. It is a universal acknowledgment that gamelans are highly honoured

citizens.

6. West Java

West Java, or Sunda, has a diverse brand of gamelan. Gamelan Degung, gamelan

salendro and tembang sunda are three primary types.
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7. Gamelan slendro

Gamelan salendro is used primarily to accompany classical or more modern social

dances, and is considered a low-class form. The 20th century saw a rise in the popularity

and importance of female singers.

8. East Java

Gamelan from eastern Java is less well-known than central or western parts of the island.

Perhaps most distinctive of the area is the extremely large gamyak drum.

9. Osinger

The Osinger minority in Java are known for social music for weddings and other

celebrations, called gandrung, as well as angklung, played by young amateur boylets ,

which is very similar to Balinese gamelan.

10. Pop and folk music

Indonesian pop and folk is quite diverse, embracing rock, house, Indonesian hip hop and

other genres, as well as distinctly Indonesian forms. There are several kinds of "ethnic"

pop music, generally grouped together as Pop Daerah (regional pop). These include Pop

Sunda, Pop Minang, Pop Batak, and others. The regional pop musics mostly use local

languages and a mix of western and regional style music and instruments.

11. Kroncong

Kroncong (alternative spelling: Keroncong) has been evolving since the arrival of the

Portuguese, who brought with them European instruments. By the early 1900s, it was

considered a low-class urban music. This changed in the 1930s, when the rising

Indonesian film industry began incorporating kroncong, and then even more so in the

mid- to late 1940s, when it became associated with the struggle for independence.

Perhaps the most famous song in the kroncong style is Bengawan Solo, written in 1940

by Gesang Martohartono, a Solonese musician. Written during the Japanese Imperial

Army occupation of the island in World War II, the song (about the Bengawan SoloRiver,

Java's longest and most important river) became widely popular among the Javanese, and
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then later nationally when recordings were broadcast over the local radio stations. The

song also became quite popular with the Japanese soldiers, and when they returned to

Japanat the end of the war re-recordings of it (by Japanese artists) became best-sellers.

Over the years it has been re-released many times by notable artists, mainly within Asia

but also beyond, and in some places it is seen as typifying Indonesian music.

Gesang himself remains the most renowned exponent of the style, which although it is

seen now as a somewhat starchy and "dated" form is still popular among large segments

of the population, particularly the older generation.

12. Langgam jawa

There is a style of kroncong native to Surakarta(Solo) called langgam jawa, which fuses

kroncong with the gamelan seven-note scale.

13. Tembang jawa

Similar in style is tembang jawa. Perhaps its greatest current star is Didi Kempot.

14. Gambang kromong

Early in the 20th century, kroncong was used in a type of theater called komedi stanbul;

adapted for this purpose, the music was called gambang kromong.

15. Dangdut

Dangdut is a form of dance music that has been popular since the mid-1970s. Dangdut is

based around the singers, and stars include Rhoma Irama and Elvy Sukaesih (the log and

Queen of Dangdut), along with Inul Daratista, Evie Tamala, Mansyur S., A. Rafiq, and

Fahmy Shahab. It is also popular in Malaysia as the symbol of Malay race (not Malay

ethnic).

16. Jaipongan

Jaipongan is a very complex rhythmic dance music from the Sundanese people of western

Java. The rhythm is liable to change seemingly randomly, making dancing difficult for

most listeners. Its instruments are entirely Sundanese, completely without imported
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instruments from the West, China,Japanor elsewhere. It was invented by artists like

Gugum Gumbira after Sukarno prohibited rock and roll and other western genres.

17. Qasidah modern

Qasidah is an ancient Arabic word for religious poetry accompanied by chanting and

percussion. Qasidah modern adapts this for pop audiences.

18. Gambus

Gambus literally means oud, referring to a type of lute. It is used to denote a type of

orchestra and the music it plays, believed to be introduced by Muslim settlers from

Yemen. Though popular among Arabs in Indonesia, it has gained little popularity

elsewhere.

19. Tapanuli ogong

From Tapanuli, tapanuli ogong is a form of dance music played with a type of lute,

trumpet and flute.

In Section 3 of this course you will cover these topics:
The Music Of Sub-Saharan Africa, Thomas Turino

The Musical Culture Of Europe, Philip V. Bohlman

Topic : The Music Of Sub-Saharan Africa, Thomas Turino

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Have a clear understanding of the music of Africa

 Understand the Relationship to language

 Get familiar with Relationship to dance

 Have a clear understanding of the Traditional music

 Comprehend Popular music
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Definition/Overview:

The music of Africais as vast and varied as the continents many regions, nations and ethnic

groups. Although there is no distinctly pan-African music, there are common forms of

musical expression, especially within regions. Some musical genres of northern and

northeastern Africa, and the Islands off East Africa, share both traditional African and Middle

Eastern features. The music and dance forms of the African diaspora, including many

Caribbean and Latin American music genres like rumba and salsa, as well as African

American music, were founded to varying degrees on musical traditions from Africa, taken

there by African slaves.

Key Points:

1. Relationship to language

Many African languages are tonal languages, leading to a close connection between

music and language in many African cultures. In singing, the tonal pattern or the text puts

some constraints on the melodic patterns. On the other hand, in instrumental music a

native speaker of a language can often perceive a text or texts in the music. This effect

also forms the basis of drum languages (talking drums).

2. Relationship to dance

The treatment of "music" and "dance" as separate art forms is a European idea. In many

African languages there is no concept corresponding exactly to these terms. For example,

in many Bantu languages, there is one concept that might be translated as "song" and

another that covers both the semantic fields of the European concepts of "music" and

"dance". So there is one word for both music and dance (the exact meaning of the

concepts may differ from culture to culture). For example, in Kiswahili, the word

"ngoma" may be translated as "drum", "dance", "dance event", "dance celebration" or

"music", depending on the context. Each of these translations is incomplete. Therefore,

from an intracultural point of view, African music and African dance must be viewed in

very close connection. The classification of the phenomena of this area of culture into

"music" and "dance" is foreign to many African cultures.
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3. Traditional music

A lot of African traditional music is or was performed by professional musicians. Some of

it belongs to court music or sacral music traditions, therefore the term "folk" music is not

always appropriate. Nevertheless, both the terms "folk music" and "traditional music" can

be found in the literature. Sub-Saharan African folk music and traditional music is mostly

functional in nature. There are, for example, many different kinds of work songs,

ceremonial or religious music and courtly music performed at royal courts, but none of

these are performed outside of their intended social context. Music is highly functional in

African ethnic life, accompanying childbirth, marriage, hunting, and even political

activities.

4. Popular music

African popular music, like African traditional music, is vast and varied. Most

contemporary genres of African popular music build on cross-pollination with western

popular music. Many genres of popular music like blues, jazz, salsa and rumba derive to

varying degrees on musical traditions from Africa, taken to the Americas by African

slaves. These rhythms and sounds have subsequently been adapted by newer genres like

rock, rhythm and blues. Likewise, African popular music has adopted elements,

particularly the musical instruments and recording studio techniques of western music.

5. Influence in American music

African music has been a major factor in the shaping of what we know today as blues and

jazz. These styles have all borrowed from African rhythms and sounds, brought over the

Atlantic Ocean by slaves. Paul Simon, on his album "Graceland" has used African bands

and music, especially Ladysmith Black Mombazo along with his own lyrics.

As the rise of rock'n'roll music is often credited as having begun with 1940s blues music,

and with so many genres having branched off from rock - the myriad subgenres of heavy

metal, punk rock, pop music and many more - it can be argued that African music has

been at the root of a very significant portion of all contemporary music.
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Topic : The Musical Culture Of Europe, Philip V. Bohlman

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Understand the Early British Rock and the British Invasion

 Get familiar with Garage rock

 Understand the concepts of Progressive Balkan folk

 Develop a clear understanding of Surf music

 Get familiar with the Folk rock

Definition/Overview:

The topic discusses that in the late Renaissance, the viol consort was more than just a venue

for entertainment. The Humanist movement led intellectuals across Europeto consider the

individuals role in societyman as a political being. Music was central to the Humanist project:

in their quest to recreate the intellectual life of ancient Greeceand Rome, Renaissance

intellectualspoets, artists, theorists, composersturned to the writings of ancient philosophers,

for whom music was central to a societys ethical well-being. Members of the European

nobility, along with wealthy and educated cittadini (merchants, lawyers, secretaries, and other

literati), used music as an entry into social interaction. The process of group music-making

mimicked the construction of Renaissance societies: each player performed a distinct role in

the consort, and the group came together to explore the range of human emotion and

experience. The consort was a microcosm of society.

The music of Southeastern Europe or Balkan music is a type of music distinct from others in

Europe. This is mainly because it was influenced by traditional music of the Southeastern

European ethnic groups and mutual music influences of this ethnic groups in the period of

Ottoman Empire. The music is sometimes characterised by complex rhythm. The music of

the Slavic countries of southeastern Europe is quite significantly different from that the music

of Eastern Europe, which includes the Slavic states of the former USSR. The latter was much

more influenced by the common eastern Slavic culture, notably by Kievan Rus and more

recently the USSR.
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Key Points:

1. Byzantine medieval music

Byzantine traditional music is associated with the medieval sacred chant of Christian

Churches following the Constantinopolitan rite. The development of large scale

hymnographic forms begins in the fifth century with the rise of the kontakion, a long and

elaborate metrical sermon, which finds its acme in the work of St. Romanos the Melodos

(sixth century). Heirmoi in syllabic style are gathered in the Heirmologion, a bulky

volume which first appeared in the middle of the tenth century and contains over a

thousand model troparia arranged into an oktoechos (the eight-mode musical system).

2. Ottoman music

Dimitrie Cantemir was a composer of Ottoman music. Many musical instruments were

introduced to the Balkans during the time of Ottoman control, but many Ottoman

instruments were borrowed from the locals. "Balkan" is a Turkish word which means

sharp mountains. As this the influence of Mehter and Turkish rhythms and melodies can

be seen in Balkan Music. In the 19th century in imitation of the Turkish military bands

which replaced the Mehterhane formations of Janissary Turks beginning in 1828.

Apparently, as in Turkey, they dethroned the ancient traditional oboe (zurna, zurla, or

mizmar) and double-membraned drum ensembles.

3. Traditional Serbian music

The medieval era in Serbia traditional music. During the Nemanjic dynasty, musicians

played an important role in the royal court, and were known as sviralnici, glumci and

praskavnici. Other rulers known for the musical patronage included Stefan Duan, Stefan

Lazarević, and Đurađ Branković. Medieval musical instruments included horns, trumpets,

lutes, psalteries, drums and cymbals. Traditional folk instruments include various kinds of

bagpipes (Gaida), flutes, diple, tamburitza and gusle.

4. Progressive Balkan folk

Progressive Balkan folk has seen rise in many western countries, particularly the United

States. It has had its greatest success with progressive communities across the country.
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Younger American generations are discovering the possibilities of this genre and are

bringing it to small clubs and festivals across the US. The upbeat, dramatic tone of the

music has also attracted a following in the Tribal Fusion bellydance community. Tribal

Fusion does not claim to emulate traditional dances, costume or music styles strictly, but

it does draw inspiration from Balkan traditions.

5. Early British Rock and the British Invasion

In the United Kingdom the trad jazz movement brought visiting blues music artists to

Britain. While BAC was developing the Concorde, Lonnie Donegan's 1955 hit "Rock

Island Line" was a major influence, and helped to develop the trend of skiffle music

groups throughout the country, including John Lennon's The Quarrymen. Britain

developed a major rock and roll scene, without the race barriers which kept "race records"

or rhythm and blues separate in the US.

Cliff Richard had the first British rock 'n' roll hit with "Move It", effectively ushering in

the sound of British rock. At the start of the 1960s, his backing group The Shadows was

one of a number of groups having success with instrumentals. While rock 'n' roll was

fading into lightweight pop and ballads, British rock groups at clubs and local dances,

heavily influenced by blues-rock pioneers like Alexis Korner, were starting to play with

an intensity and drive seldom found in white American acts.

By the end of 1962, the British rock scene had started with beat groups like the Beatles

drawing on a wide range of American influences including soul music, rhythm and blues

and surf music. Initially, they reinterpreted standard American tunes, playing for dancers

doing the twist, for example. These groups eventually infused their original rock

compositions with increasingly complex musical ideas and a distinctive sound. In mid-

1962 The Rolling Stones started as one of a number of groups increasingly showing blues

influence, along with The Animals and The Yardbirds.

British rock broke in the United Statesin January 1964 with the success of the Beatles. "I

Want to Hold Your Hand" was the band's first number-one hit on the Billboard Hot 100

chart, starting the British Invasion of the American music charts. The song entered the

chart on January 18 1964 at number 45 before it became the number one single for 7

weeks and went onto last a total of 15 weeks in the chart. It also held the top spot in the
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United Kingdom charts. A million copies of the single had already been ordered on its

release. "I Want to Hold Your Hand" became The Beatles' best-selling single worldwide.

Their first appearance on the Ed Sullivan Show February 9 is considered a milestone in

American pop culture. The broadcast drew an estimated 73 million viewers, at the time a

record for an American television program. The Beatles went on to become the biggest

selling rock band of all time and they were followed by numerous British bands.

In late 1964, The Kinks, The Who and The Pretty Things represented the new Mod style.

The Rolling Stones broke in late 1964 as well. Their first international number-1 hit was

"(I Can't Get No) Satisfaction", recorded in May 1965 during the band's third North

American tour. Released as a US single in June 1965, it spent four weeks at the top of the

charts there, and established the Stones as a worldwide premier act. Towards the end of

the decade, British rock groups began to explore psychedelic musical styles that made

reference to the drug subculture and hallucinogenic experiences.

6. Garage rock

From the late 1950s, increasing numbers of groups were formed across the USA by

young and enthusiastic musicians, often rehearsing in their parents' garages, performing at

local dances and shows, and recording and releasing their own songs and covers, often on

small local labels. By 1963, garage band singles were creeping into the national charts in

greater numbers, including the Kingsmen (Portland), Paul Revere and the Raiders

(Boise), the Trashmen (Minneapolis) and the Rivieras (South Bend,Indiana). The British

Invasion encouraged a further wave of imitators. Some music from this trend is included

in the compilation album Nuggets. Some of the better known bands of this genre include

The Sonics, Question Mark & the Mysterians, and The Standells.

7. Surf music

The rockabilly sound influenced a wild, mostly instrumental sound called surf music,

though surf culture saw itself as a competing youth culture to rock and roll. This style,

exemplified by Dick Dale and The Surfaris, featured faster tempos, innovative

percussion, and reverb- and echo-drenched electric guitar sounds. In the UK at the same

time, popular instrumental groups included The Shadows. Other West Coast bands, such
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as The Beach Boys and Jan and Dean slowed the tempos down and added lush harmony

vocals to create what became known as the "California Sound".

8. Folk rock

The folk scene was made up of folk music lovers who liked acoustic instruments,

traditional songs, and blues music with a socially progressive message. The folk genre was

pioneered by Woody Guthrie. Bob Dylan came to the fore in this movement, and his hits

with Blowin' in the Wind and Masters of War brought "protest songs" to a wider public.

Inspired by the success of the Beatles to mix folk and rock, Roger McGuinn had already

been playing Beatles songs acoustically in Los Angeles folk clubs when Gene Clark

approached him to form an act. The Byrds, playing Bob Dylan's Mr. Tambourine Man,

helped start the trend of folk rock, and helped stimulate the development of psychedelic

rock. Dylan continued, with his "Like a Rolling Stone" becoming a US hit single. Neil

Young's lyrical inventiveness and wailing electric guitar attack created a variation of folk

rock. Other folk rock artists include Simon & Garfunkel, Joan Baez, The Mamas & the

Papas, Joni Mitchell, Bobby Darin and The Band.In Britain, Fairport Convention began

applying rock techniques to traditional British folk songs, followed by groups such as

Steeleye Span, Lindisfarne, Pentangle, and Trees. Alan Stivell in Brittany had the same

approach.

9. Psychedelic rock

Psychedelic music's LSD-inspired vibe began in the folk scene, with the Holy Modal

Rounders popularizing the term in 1964. With a background including folk and jug band

music, bands like the Grateful Dead and Big Brother & the Holding Company became two

famous bands of the genre. The Fillmore was a regular venue for groups like another

former jug band, Country Joe and the Fish, and Jefferson Airplane. Elsewhere, The Byrds

had a hit with Eight Miles High. The 13th Floor Elevators titled their album The

Psychedelic Sounds of the 13th Floor Elevators. The music increasingly became associated

with opposition to the Vietnam War.

In England, Pink Floyd had been developing psychedelic rock since 1965 in the

underground culture scene. In 1966 the band Soft Machine was formed. Donovan had a
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folk music-influenced hit with Sunshine Superman, one of the early psychedelic pop

records. In August 1966 The Beatles released their Revolver album, which featured

psychedelia in "Tomorrow Never Knows" and in "Yellow Submarine", along with the

memorable album cover. The Beach Boys responded in the U.S.with Pet Sounds. From a

blues rock background, the British supergroup Cream debuted in December, and Jimi

Hendrix became popular in Britain before returning to the US.

The psychedelic scene took off in 1967, with The Doors and Jefferson Airplane releasing

drug-themed LPs and the Beatles releasing Sgt. Pepper's Lonely Hearts Club Band and The

Rolling Stones released Their Satanic Majesties Request. As the Summer of Love reached

its peak, the Monterey Pop Festival featured Jefferson Airplane and introduced Janis Joplin

and Jimi Hendrix. The culmination of the socially unifying trend was the rock festivals such

as Woodstock in 1969. The Paisley Underground bands of Los Angelesepitomized the role

played by 1960s psychedelia and folk-rock in American New Wave.

10. Glam rock

Glam rock emerged out of the English Psychedelic and art rock scene of the late 1960s,

defined by artists such as T. Rex, Roxy Music, Steve Harley and Cockney Rebel, and

David Bowie, also with origins in the theatrics of groups such as The Cockettes,

performers such as Lindsay Kemp, and acts such as Syd Barrett's Pink Floyd (as

represented in David Bowie's cover of See Emily Play) and Eddie Cochran (as

represented by T. Rex's cover of Summertime Blues). The commonly accepted origin of

Glam rock was when Tyrannosaurus Rex - a band produced by Tony Visconti and

championed by the legendary John Peel - frontman/singer Marc Bolan changed the band's

name to T. Rex, releasing the number 1 UK single Ride A White Swan in December

1970, ushering in Glam rock and the band as a pop phenomenon. Following soon after

were other notable acts such as Slade and Roxy Music, and eventually David Bowie's

Ziggy Stardust persona, who brought Glam rock its relatively novel and modest

popularity in America, and leading to American artists such as Lou Reed, Iggy Pop, New

York Dolls, Jobriath, and Alice Cooper adopting Glam or Glam-influenced styles.

Glam itself was a nostalgic mesh of various styles, both visual art and music, ranging

from 1930s Hollywood glamor, to 1950s pin-up sex appeal and rock n' roll teenage

rebellion, to pre-war Cabaret theatrics, to Victorian literary and Symbolist styles, to
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ancient and occult mysticism and mythology (such as Bowie's references to Aleister

Crowley's "starman" in his song of the same name, and themes of reincarnation and self-

invention in T. Rex's Cosmic Dancer). Glam is most noted for its sexual and gender

ambiguity and androgyny, and use of theatrics.

Throughout glam rock's popularity, many bubble-gum acts - such as Elton John, Slade,

Gary Glitter, and Alvin Stardust - adopted raunchier and more sexual takes on Glam style.

Other previously famous acts such as The Rolling Stones and Lou Reed re-invented

themselves in a glam fashion, often to great success (including Reed's biggest hit single,

"Walk On the Wild Side"). However, glam's success in America was modest at best, with

artists such as T. Rex and Roxy Music having only a fraction of the success they had in

the UK. However, glam went on to influence many other genres, including punk, new

wave, goth, jangle pop, college rock, and grunge, with artists as diverse as Siouxsie

Sioux, Johnny Rotten, Billy Corgan, Peter Murphy (whose band Bauhaus covered T.

Rex's Telegram Sam and Bowie's Ziggy Stardust), and Adam Ant citing glam artists as

key influences. Glam has since enjoyed sporadic modest revivals through bands such as

Chainsaw Kittens.

11. Progressive rock

Progressive rock bands went beyond the established rock music formulas by

experimenting with different instruments, song types, and musical forms. Some bands

such as The Beatles, Pink Floyd, The Moody Blues and Procol Harum experimented with

new instruments including wind sections, string sections, and full orchestras. Many of

these bands moved well beyond the formulaic three-minute rock songs into longer,

increasingly sophisticated songs and chord structures. With inspiration from these earlier

artists, referred to as "proto-prog", it flowered into its own genre, initially based in the

UK, after King Crimson's 1969 genre-defining debut album, In the Court of the Crimson

King.

Progressive rock bands pushed "rock's technical and compositional boundaries" by going

beyond the standard rock or popular verse-chorus-based song structures. Additionally, the

arrangements often incorporated elements drawn from classical, jazz, and world music.

Instrumentals were common, while songs with lyrics were sometimes conceptual,

abstract, or based in fantasy. Progressive rock bands sometimes used "concept albums
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that made unified statements, usually telling an epic story or tackling a grand overarching

theme." Progressive rock came into most widespread use around the mid-1970s. Few

bands achieved major mainstream success, but large cults followed many of the groups.

Pink Floyd, Yes, Emerson, Lake and Palmer, Marillion, Rush, Jethro Tull, Genesis, and a

few less notable others were able to work in hit singles to their otherwise complex and

untraditional albums to garner a larger audience.

With the advent of punk rock in the late 1970s, critical opinion in England moved toward

a simpler and more aggressive style of rock, with progressive bands increasingly

dismissed as pretentious and overblown, ending progressive rock's reign as one of the

leading styles in rock. This was part of a wider commercial turn in popular music in the

second half of the 1970s, during which many funk or soul bands switched to disco, and

smooth jazz gained popularity over jazz fusion. However, established progressive bands

still had a strong fan base; Rush, Genesis, ELP, Yes, Queen, and Pink Floyd all regularly

scored Top Ten albums with massive accompanying tours, the largest yet for some of

them. From 1976 to 1980, heavy metal pioneers Led Zeppelin would display a minor

prog-influence on their Presence and In Through the out Door albums. By 1979, by which

time punk had mutated into new wave, Pink Floyd released their rock opera The Wall,

one of the best selling albums in history. Many bands which emerged in the aftermath of

punk, such as Siouxsie and The Banshees, Cabaret Voltaire, Ultravox, Simple Minds, and

Wire, all showed the influence of prog, as well as their more usually recognised punk

influences.

In Section 4 of this course you will cover these topics:
Music In The Caribbean

Music In Latin America, Thomas Turino

Topic : Music In The Caribbean

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Understand Music in the Caribbean

 Get familiar with Music styles

 Understand the concepts of Soul
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 Develop a clear understanding of Steelpan

Definition/Overview:

The topic discusses that the music of the Caribbean is a diverse grouping of musical genres.

They are each syntheses of African, European, Indian and native influences. Some of the

styles to gain wide popularity outside of the Caribbean include reggae, zouk, salsa, calypso,

reggaeton and punta. Caribbean, Central American and South American music.

Key Points:

1. Junkanoo

Junkanoo is a street parade with music, which occurs in many towns across The Bahamas

every Boxing Day (December 26), New Year's Day and, more recently, in the summer on

the island of Grand Bahama. The largest Junkanoo parade happens in Nassau, the capital.

Junkanoo was celebrated in various parts of the Americas, and variants of the word's

orthography may be found in each place - Jonkonnu or John Canoe in Jamaica; John

Kuner in North Carolina; and John Canoe in Belize. In The Bahamas, newspaper

accounts of Junkanoo in Nassau between 1849 and 1950 referred to the parade alternately

as the Christmas Masquerade, Christmas Carnival, and John Canoe. By the mid-1950's

the terms John Canoe and Junkanoo were used interchangeably, and by 1970 Junkanoo

became the parade's standard nomenclature. Junkanoo groups "rush" from midnight until

shortly after dawn, to the music of cowbells, in costumes made from cardboard covered in

tiny shreds of colourful crepe paper, competing for cash prizes.

Modern Bahamian Junkanoo is a parade: a showcase for Bahamian goombay music and

new Junkanoo costumes. It is also an event during which unorganized groups of

Bahamians celebrate, perhaps unintentionally, themselves, their freedom and, for some,

their past. It is the most visible and continually experimental artistic realm of Bahamian

culture. Parades in Nassauare judged in various catergories; A (or Major) Category, the B

Category, Individual costume, and fun groups. The A catergory groups involved in the

Nassau Junkanoo include The Saxons, The Valley Boys, The Music Makers, Roots, One

Family and The Prodigal Sons (New). Groups of the past include, The Vikings and

Chippie and the Boys. In the B category groups include One Love Soldiers, Clico
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Colours, Fancy Dancers, Fox Hill Congos, and Conquerors for Christ. Fun groups include

The Pigs, Sting and Barabbas & The Tribe. The Tribe's debut was as an "A" category

group, however, after years of bringing innovative techniques in music and costuming to

Bay Street, they have returned to the spirit of Junkanoo, and are bringing the fun with a

flair. A Junkanoo parade is featured in sequences of the James Bond film Thunderball

that occur in Nassau. The celebration was staged specifically for the movie since it was

filmed at the wrong time of year, but local residents were enthusiastic, creating elaborate

floats and costumes and involving hundreds of people. The parade was also featured in

After the Sunset and Jaws The Revenge. Junkanoo is also a fruit-flavored soda produced

by Pepsi-Co and is only available in The Bahamas, and also a modernized style of music

sung by Bahamian band Baha Men.

2. Steelpan

Steelpans (also known as steeldrums or pans, and sometimes collectively with musicians

as a steelband) is a musical instrument and a form of music originating from Trinidad.

Steelpan musicians are called pannists. The pan is a pitched percussion instrument, tuned

chromatically (although some toy or novelty steelpans are tuned diatonically), made from

a 55 gallon drum of the type that stores oil. In fact, drum refers to the steel drum

containers from which the pans are made; the steel drum is correctly called a steelpan or

pan as it falls into the idiophone family of instruments, and is not technically regarded as a

drum or membranophone.

3. Soul Music

Soul music is a music genre originating in the United States combining elements of gospel

music and rhythm and blues. According to the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame, soul is "music

that arose out of the black experience in America through the transmutation of gospel and

rhythm & blues into a form of funky, secular testifying." The genre occasionally uses

improvisational additions, twirls and auxiliary sounds. Catchy rhythms, stressed by

handclaps and plastic body moves, are an important feature. Other characteristics are a call

and response between the soloist and the chorus, and an especially tense vocal sound

Soul music has its roots in gospel music and rhythm and blues. The hard gospel vocal

quartets of the 1940s and 1950s were big influences on major soul singers of the 1960s.
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Ray Charles is often cited as inventing the soul genre with his string of hits starting with

1954's "I Got A Woman". Charles was open in acknowledging the influence of Pilgrim

Travelers vocalist Jesse Whitaker on his singing style. Another view has it that a decade

would transpire until Solomon Burke's early recordings for Atlantic Records codified the

soul style; his early 1960s songs "Cry to Me", "Just Out of Reach" and "Down in the

Valley" are considered classics of the genre. Little Richard, Fats Domino and James Brown

originally called themselves rock and roll performers. However, as rock music moved away

from its R&B roots in the 1960s, Brown claimed that he had always really been an R&B

singer. Little Richard proclaimed himself the "king of rockin' and rollin', rhythm and blues

soulin'", because his music embodied elements of all three, and because he inspired artists

in all three genres.

Aretha Franklin's 1967 recordings, such as "I Never Loved a Man (The Way I Love You)",

"Respect" (originally sung by Otis Redding), and "Do Right Woman-Do Right Man", are

considered the apogee of the soul genre, and were among its most commercially successful

productions. In the late 1960s, Stax artists such as Eddie Floyd and Johnnie Taylor made

significant contributions to soul music. Howard Tate's recordings in the late 1960s for

Verve Records, and later for Atlantic (produced by Jerry Ragovoy) are another notable

body of work in the soul genre. By 1968, the soul music movement had begun to splinter,

as artists such as James Brown and Sly& the Family Stone began to incorporate new styles

into their music.

4. Salsa Music

Salsa music is a diverse and predominantly Latin American Caribbean genre that is

popular acrossLatin America and among Latinos abroad that was brought to international

fame by Puerto Rican musicians. Salsa incorporates multiple styles and variations; the term

can be used to describe most any form of popular Cuban-derived genre, such as chachach

and Son. Most specifically, however, salsa refers to a particular style developed in the

1960s and '70s by Cuban and Puerto Rican immigrants to the New York City area, and

stylistic descendants like 1980s salsa romantica. The style is now practiced throughout

Latin America, and abroad. Salsa's closest relatives are Cuban mambo and the son

orchestras of the early 20th century, as well as Latin jazz. The terms Latin jazz and salsa

are sometimes used interchangeably; many musicians are considered a part of either, or

both, fields, especially performers from prior to the 1970s.
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Salsa is essentially Cuban in stylistic origin., though it is also a hybrid of Puerto Rican and

other Latin styles mixed with pop, jazz, rock, and R&B. Salsa is the primary music played

at Latin dance clubs and is the "essential pulse of Latin music", according to Ed Morales,

while music author Peter Manuel called it the "most popular dance (music) among Puerto

Rican and Cuban communities, (and in) Central and South America", and "one of the most

dynamic and significant pan-American musical phenomena of the 1970s and 1980s".

Modern salsa remains a dance-oriented genre and is closely associated with a style of salsa

dancing.

Salsa means sauce in the Spanish language, and carries connotations of the spiciness

common in Latin and Caribbean cuisine. More recently, salsa acquired a musical meaning

in both English and Spanish. In this sense salsa has been described as a word with "vivid

associations but no absolute definitions, a tag that encompasses a rainbow assortment of

Latin rhythms and styles, taking on a different hue wherever you stand in the Spanish-

speaking world". The precise scope of salsa is highly debatable. Cuban immigrants in New

Yorkhave used the term analogously to swing or soul, which refer to a quality of

emotionally and culturally genuine music in the African American community. In this

usage salsa connotes a frenzied, "hot" and wild musical experience that draws upon or

reflects elements of Latin culture, regardless of the specific style.

Various music writers and historians have traced the use of salsa to different periods of the

20th century. World music author Sue Steward has claimed that salsa was originally used

in music as a "cry of appreciation for a particularly piquant or flashy solo". She cites the

first use in this manner to a Venezuelan radio DJ named Phidias Danilo Escalona; Max

Salazar traced the word back to the early 1930s, when Ignacio Pieiro composed "chale

Salsita", a dance song protesting tasteless food. Though Salazar describes this song as the

origin of salsa meaning "danceable Latin music", Ed Morales has described the usage in

the same song as a cry from Pieiro to his band, telling them to increase the tempo to "put

the dancers into high gear". Morales claims that later in the 1930s, vocalist Beny Mor

would shout salsa during a performance "to acknowledge a musical moment's heat, to

express a kind of cultural nationalist sloganeering [and to celebrate the] 'hotness' or

'spiciness' of Latin American cultures"
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5. Chang

Chang is a style of Cuban music which originated in the early 19th century in the eastern

region of GuantnamoProvince. It arose in the sugar cane refineries and in the rural

communities populated by slaves. Changui combines the structure and elements of Spain

cancin and the Spanish guitar with African rhythms and percussion instruments of the

Bantu Arara origin. Changui is thought to be the predecessor of son montuno, which

enjoyed tremendous popularity in Cubathroughout the 20th century.

Changi was born in Guantanamo, Cuba, and originated in the style called Nengon. There

are some conflicting answers you will receive when you ask the question, "What is

Changi"? The answer from an ethnomusicology point of view is simple, but like most

academic answers, it leaves more questions and sometimes contradicts popular definitions.

So then when can we say that we are playing Changi and not Nengon? The academic

answer is that you are playing Changi once the ensemble consists of these 4 musical

instruments: Marimbula, Bongos, Tres, Giro (or Guayo) and one or more singers. Also,

note that Changi has no son clave. Clave had not been invented yet. Instead, the guayo

plays on the down beats. The guitar-like tres gives changui its distinctive sound by

following the melodic line of the song and reinforcing the harmonic structure of the guitar

instruments. Changui has an accompanying dance, highlighting the coquettishness of the

woman and the chivalry of the man. Changui (or Changi) is also known as a slang word

from Argentina. It means "CHANCE TO WIN". It is also written as Chanwi.

6. Timba

Timba is the Cuban counterpart of salsa music, and is often understood to be a sub-

category of salsa. However, the historical development of timba has been quite

independent of the development of salsa in the United States and Puerto Ricoand the

music has its own trademark aspects. Though as in salsa the roots of timba go back to the

son montuno, it has incorporated several different styles and genres, including classical

music, nueva trova, latin jazz, disco, funk and hip hop. The main precursors of timba are

three bands: Los Van Van, Irakere (both in the 1970s) and NG La Banda (1980s), though

many other bands (eg. Son 14, Orquesta Original de Manzanillo, Orquesta Rev) were

influential in setting new standards.
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Los Van Van developed what came to be known as the songo genre, making countless

innovations to traditional son, both in style and orchestration. In Latin music, genres are

commonly attributed to rhythms (though of course not every rhythm is a genre), and

whether or not timba is a genre of its own is debatable. Songo, however, can be

considered to be a genre and is in all likelihood the only genre in the world played by

only one orchestra, Los Van Van. The songo rhythm was created by percussionist Jos Lus

Quintana ("Changuito), at the behest of Van Van bandleader Juan Formell. Since the

bands creation in 1969, Los Van Van has been the most popular band in Cuba, and are

themselves considered to be one of the major timba bands.

Irakere is known largely as a Latin Jazz band outside Cuba, yet much of their music can

be considered to be popular dance music. Like Los Van Van, Irakere experimented with

many different styles, mixing Afro-Cuban rhythms with son and jazz. While bandleader

Chucho Valds is revered as one of the great jazz musicians of Cuba, both jazz and timba

prodigies came out of the orchestra, including flutist Jos Luis Corts ("El Tosco), who

assembled a group of highly talented musicians to form NG La Banda in the mid-1980s.

NG experimented with different styles, including Latin jazz, for several years, before

recording what is considered to be the first timba album, "En La Calle", in 1989.

Though NG La Banda had huge successes in the early 1990s, and is credited with being

the first timba band, the bands fortunes have been mixed, partly because they remain

highly experimental. What came to be known as the "timba explosion started not with NG

La Banda, but with the debut album of La Charanga Habanera, "Me Sube La Fiebre, in

1992. This album included all the elements of what is now known as timba, and the band

dominated the scene until the break-up of the original band in 1998 (they have since

reformed). Since then a large number of bands have sprung up in Cubaand

internationally, many of the best known being headed or staffed by former members of

the above-mentioned bands. Some important figures and bands include: Pachito Alonso y

sus kini kini, Azcar Negra, Bamboleo, La Charanga Habanera, Charanga Forever, Los

Dan Den, Alain Perez, Issac Delgado, Tirso Duarte, Klimax, Manoln "El Mdico de la

salsa", Manolito y su Trabuco, NG La Banda, Paulo FG, Pupy y Los que Son, Son

(directed by Cesar "Pupy" Pedroso, former pianist of Los Van Van), and Los Van Van.

During the Special Period of the early 1990s, timba became a significant form of

expression for the cultural and social upheaval that occurred. In the subsequent time,
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timba has largely crossed over from an accessible, mainstream medium to one that is

directed at wealthy elites in high-end venues. This places timba in contrast with rap,

which has come in some ways to fill the role of the music of the masses.

Other than in Cuba, a new generation of Timba bands now flourishes in Miami, Florida,

where a large concentration of Cuban-Americans reside. Miami has become the new

Timba center outside the island largely by the contributions of former members of the

aforementioned bands who decided to stay in the US in search of new opportunities.

Among them, Manoln "El Mdico de la Salsa", Dany Lozada, Chaka and his group "El

Tumbao", Tomasito Cruz and his Cuban Timba All Stars, and most notably, Jorge Gomez

and "Tiempo Libre" who received Grammy nominations (Best Latin/Tropical) in 2005 for

their album "Arroz con Mango" and in 2006 for their album "Lo que esperabas".

6. Dub music

Dub is a form of music, evolved from reggae that involves revisions of existing songs. The

dub sound consists predominantly of instrumental remixes of existing recordings and is

achieved by significantly manipulating and reshaping the recordings, usually by removing

the vocals from an existing music piece, emphasizing the drum and bass frequencies or

'riddim', adding extensive echo and reverb effects, panoramic LR delay, and dubbing

occasional snippets of lyrics from the original version.

It is widely accepted that Jamaican musicians Osbourne "King Tubby" Ruddock, and Lee

"Scratch" Perry pioneered the style in the 1960s and early 1970s. Ruddock and Perry each

called upon the mixing desk as an instrument, with the deejay or "selector" playing the role

of the artist or performer. These early 'dub' examples can be looked upon as the prelude to

many dance and pop music genres. Today, the word 'dub' is used widely to describe the re-

formatting of music of various genres into typically instrumental, rhythm-centric

adaptations.

Dub music is characterized as a "version" or "double" of an existing song, often

instrumental, using B-sides of 45 RPM records and typically emphasizing the drums and

bass for a sound popular in local sound systems. The instrumental tracks are typically

drenched in sound processing effects such as echo, reverberation, part vocal and extra

percussion, with most of the lead instruments and vocals dropping in and out of the mix.
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Another hallmark of the dub sound is the massive low-pitched bass guitar. The music

sometimes features processed sound effects and other noises, such as birds singing, thunder

and lightning, water flowing, and producers shouting instructions at the musicians. It can

be further augmented by live DJs. The many-layered sounds with varying echoes and

volumes are often said to create soundscapes, or sound sculptures, drawing attention to the

shape and depth of the space between sounds as well as to the sounds themselves. There is

usually a distinctly organic feel to the music, even though the effects are electronically

created.

Often these tracks are used for "toasters" rapping heavily-rhymed and alliterative lyrics.

These are called "DJ Versions". As opposed to hip hop terminology, in reggae music, the

person with the microphone is called the "DJ" or "deejay", elsewhere referred to as the

"MC". (Abbreviating "Master of Ceremonies", "Microphone Commander" or "Mic

Control"; this term varies regionally). Additionally in reggae, the person choosing the

music and operating the turntables is the "selector" (elsewhere called the DJ).

A major reason for producing multiple versions was economic: a record producer could

use a recording he owned to produce numerous versions from a single studio session. A

version was also an opportunity for a producer or remix engineer to experiment and vent

their more creative side. The version was typically the B-side of a single, with the A-side

dedicated to making a popular hit, and B-side for experimenting and providing something

for DJs to talk over. In the 1970s, LP albums of dub tracks were produced, often simply the

dub version of an existing vocal LP, but sometimes a selection of dubbed up instrumental

tracks for which no vocals existed.

7. Lovers rock

Lovers rock is a style of reggae music noted for its romantic sound and content. While

love songs had been an important part of reggae since the late 1960s, the style was given a

greater focus and a name in Londonin the mid 1970s. The roots of Lovers Rock lie in the

early days of reggae, with Jamaican singers such as Ken Boothe, Johnny Nash, and John

Holt enjoying international hits with reggae versions of well-known love songs.

A style suited to the London reggae scene, Lovers rock represented an apolitical

counterpoint to the conscious Rastafarian sound dominant in Jamaicaat the time. It
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combined the smooth soul sounds of Chicagoand Philadelphiasoul with reggae basslines

and rhythms. Rooted in the Sound systems of South London, the style had particular

appeal amongst women and produced many female stars including Carroll Thompson, and

Louisa Marks, who aged 14 was the first British artist to have a lovers rock hit with her

version of Bobby Parker's "Caught You in a Lie" in 1975, which was followed by Ginger

Williams' "Tenderness". The husband and wife production team of Dennis and Eve Harris

then had a big hit with T.T. Ross's "Last Date", and Dennis Harris then set up a new label,

Lovers Rock, along with John Kpiaye and Dennis Bovell, which gave the new genre a

name.

South London trio Brown Sugar (including a young Caron Wheeler, later of Soul II Soul)

pioneered a subgenre, 'conscious lovers', with songs such as "I'm In Love With a

Dreadlocks" and "Black Pride". Others who released records in this subgenre included the

Battersea songstress Winsome. Lovers Rock became a staple of London's sound systems

such as Chicken Hi-Fi, Success Sound, and Soferno B. Neil "Mad Professor" Fraser would

be a key Lovers Rock producer, working with Deborahe Glasgow, while Bovell would

produce one of the genre's biggest hits, Janet Kay's "Silly Games", which reached number

2 in the UK Singles Chart in 1979. Although noted for the preponderance and youth of its

female exponents, the new style produced its fair share of male stars as well, notably

Trevor Walters and Winston Reedy.

Subsequently, numerous well-established Jamaican acts came to try their hand at the new

sound. Most successful among these were Gregory Isaacs, Dennis Brown, Sugar Minott,

and later Freddie McGregor. Brown's "Money In My Pocket" (#14 in 1979) and Minott's

"Good Thing Going" (#4 in 1981) were both big hits in the UK Singles Chart.

The popularity of Lovers Rock has continued, and in the 1980s the Fashion label was

hugely successful with UKaudiences, and the Revue label had a major hit in 1986 with

Boris Gardiner's "I Wanna Wake Up With You". In the 1990s the likes of Mike Anthony,

Peter Hunnigale, and Donna Marie enjoyed huge success with the genre, and several

British stars have performed at Reggae Sunsplash.
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Topic : Music In Latin America, Thomas Turino

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Get familiar with the Characteristics of Latin American Music

 Understand its Origins

 Understand various Popular music styles by country

 Get familiar with all the Popular styles

Definition/Overview:

This topic discusses that Latin American music refers to the music of all countries in Latin

America (and the Caribbean) and comes in many varieties. Latin America is home to musical

styles such as the simple, rural conjunto music of northern Mexico, the sophisticated

habanera of Cuba, the rhythmic sounds of the Puerto Rican plena, the symphonies of Heitor

Villa-Lobos, and the simple and moving Andean flute. Music has played an important part

recently in Latin America's politics, the nueva cancin movement being a prime example.

Latin music is very diverse, with the only truly unifying thread being the use of Latin-derived

languages, predominately the Spanish language, the Portuguese language in Brazil, and to a

lesser extent, Latin-derived creole languages such as those found in Haiti. Although Spain

and Portugalare not part of Latin America, Spanish music and Portuguese music are strongly

cross-influenced with Latin music.

Key Points:

1. Characteristics

There are many diverse styles of Latin music, some of which constitutes Afro-American

musical traditions, meaning that elements of European, African, and indigenous music are

fused. In the past, various authors have suggested extreme positions like Latin American

music being bereft of African influence, or being purely African with no European or

indigenous elements, but it is now generally accepted that Latin American music is

syncretic. Specifically, Spanish song forms, African rhythms, and European and
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African/Afro-American harmonies are major parts of tropical Latin music as are the more

modern genres such as rock, heavy-metal, punk, hip hop, jazz, reggae, and R&B.

The Spanish dcima song form, in which there are ten lines of eight syllables each, was the

basis for many styles of Latin American song. The African influence is, however, central

to Latin music and is the basis for the Dominican- Merengue, and Dominican Bachata

Cuban rumba, the Puerto Rican Salsa, Bomba, and Plena, the Colombian cumbia, the

Brazilian samba, the Ecuadorian bomba and marimba music, the candombe and murga

rhythms from the River Plate, or Afro-Peruvian rhythms such as Festejo, Land, Panalivio,

Socabn, Son de los Diablos, or Toro Mata. In Per there are regions where African musical

influence meet and mingled withat that of the Gypsy (Roma People). Examples of this

mixture are found all over the central and northern coast of Perin rhythms such as that of

the Zamacueca or Marinera and the Resbalosa. In the most rare of musical mestizages the

African and Gypsy (Roma People) influence met the Andean, for example the Tondero,

the Cumanana, and the Peruvian Vals from the northern coast. Other African musical

elements are most prevalent in the religious music of the multifarious syncretic traditions,

like Brazilian candombl and Cuban santera.

Syncopation, a musical technique in which weak beats are accented instead of strong

ones, is a major characteristic of Latin music. The African emphasis on rhythm is also

important in Latin music, and is expressed through the primacy given to percussion

instruments. The call-and-response song style which is common in Africa, is also found

in Latin American; in this style of song, two or more elements respond to each other,

musically or lyrically, one at a time. Author Bruno Nettl also cites as essentially African

characteristics of Latin music the central position of instrumental music, the importance

of improvisation and the "tendency to use a variety of tone colors... especially harsh,

throaty singing".

Those African musical techniques that were similar to European techniques were kept in

Latin America, while the more dissimilar elements abandoned; in addition, the most

specialized aspects of African music, such as polyrhythms, remain a part of Latin music,

while the less central aspects of African music, like scale and form, have been replaced

by European features. Some elements of African music, most commonly the emphasis on

rhythm, have been suggested as having a biological basis, though this is no longer

generally accepted among scholars and has been refuted by several studies. Bruno Nettl
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instead suggests that African techniques were retained because music played a central

role in daily life and because African music was "in several ways more complex and more

highly developed in Africathan in the Indian and Western folk cultures".

2. Indigenous music

Very little can be known for sure about music in what is now Latin Americaprior to the

arrival of Europeans. Though there are extremely isolated people in the Amazon Basin and

elsewhere that have had little contact with Europeans or Africans, Latin music is almost

entirely a synthesis of European, African and indigenous elements. The advanced

civilizations of the pre-contact era included the Mayan, Aztec and Incan empires.

The ancient Meso-American civilizations of the Maya and Aztec peoples played

instruments including the tlapitzalli (a flute), teponatzli, a log drum, the conch-shell

trumpet, various rattles and rasps and the huehuetl, a kettle drum. The earliest written

accounts by Spanish colonizers indicate that Aztec music was entirely religious in nature,

and was performed by professional musicians; some instruments were considered holy, and

thus mistakes made by performers were punished as being possibly offensive to the gods.

Pictorial representations indicate that ensemble performance was common. Similar

instruments were also found among the Incas of South America, who played in addition a

wide variety of ocarinas and panpipes. The tuning of panpipes found in Per has similarities

to instruments played in the Pacific islands, leading some scholars to believe in contact

between South American and the Oceanic cultures.

Indigenous Music in the andean countries of Ecuador, Per and Boliviatends to have the

prominent use of flutelike and wind instruments usually made from wood and canes as

well as animal bones and wings. The rhythm is usually kept with drums made out of wood

and animal skins with simple rhythmic patterns of varying tempos. This is usually

accompanied with rattle like sounding instruments made out of animal claws, smalls stones

or seeds. String instruments of European and Mediterranean origin have influenced local

adaptations such as the Bolivian charango or the Ecuadorian mandolina. Genres in andean

music are many within each country depending on region and Indian community and

ethnicity within them. In Ecuador for instance, there are sanjuanitos and capishkas. In Per

there is Huaynos and in Bolivia there are Tinkus, chuntuquis and morenadas.
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3. Origins

The arrival of the Spanish and their music heralded the beginning of Latin American

music. At the time, parts of Spainwere controlled by the Moors of North Africa, who

tolerated many ethnic groups. These people, like the Roma, Jews and Spanish Christians,

each had their own styles of music, as did the Moors, that contributed to the early evolution

of Latin music. Many Moorish instruments were adopted in Spain, for example, and the

North African nasal, high-pitched singing style and frequent use of improvisation also

spread to the all the peoples of Iberia, as did the Roma vocal trill that characterizes Roma

music. From continental Europe, Spain adopted the French troubadour tradition, which by

the 16th century was a major part of Spanish culture. Both ethnic Spaniards and Moors

contributed to the troubadour tradition, which spawned the dcima song form, which

features ten lines of eight syllables each. The dcima format remains an important part of

Latin music, include in corridos, bolero, and vallenato.

Some modern peoples of Latin America are essentially purely African, such as the

Garifuna of Central America, and their music reflects their isolation from European

influence. However, in general, the African slaves brought to the Americasmodified their

musical traditions by either adapting African performance style with European songs or

vice versa, or simply learning both European song and performance style.

4. Popular music styles by country

4.1.Argentina

The tango is perhaps Argentina's most famous music, becoming famous all around the

world. Others include the Chacarera, Cueca, Zamba and Chamam. More modern

rhythms include El Cuarteto, and Argentine Cumbia. Argentine rock was most

popular during the 60s, and still remains Argentina's most popular music. Rock en

Espaol became first popular in Argentina, then it swept through other Latin American

countries. That movement is called the "Argentine Wave."

4.2.Bolivia

Bolivian music is perhaps the most strongly linked to its native population amongst

national styles of South America. Following the nationalistic period of the 50s,
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Aymara and Quechua culture became more widely accepted, and these styles of folk

music gradually fused in a more pop-like sound. Los Kjarkas played a pivotal role in

this fusion, and in popularizing lambada in the country. Other forms of native music,

such as huaynos and sayas are also widely played.cumbia is another music enjoyed

today

4.3.Brazil

Brazil is a large and diverse country with a long history of popular musical

development, ranging from the early 20th century innovation of samba to the modern

Msica Popular Brasileira. Bossa nova is internationally well-known.

4.4.Colombia

Cumbia is originally a Colombian style of popular music, though it is now also found

in other countries, especially Mexico. Vallenato and Champeta are also Colombian

styles. Cumbia is related to other styles within the Atlantic coastal region such as

porro, puya, mapale and bullerengue and usually come out of a mix of black, Indian

and Spanish influences. Southern Pacific black music is rather different and is

prominent the use of the marimba in rhythms such as currulao. Central and southern

mestizo usually uses string instruments in styles such as pasillos, bambucos and

sanjuaneros. Music in the llanos in the border with Venezuelaevolves around the

joropo and the use of harps and maracas.

4.5.Dominican Republic

Merengue tipico and Orchestra merengue has been popular in the Dominican

Republic for many decades, and is widely regarded as the national music. Bachata is a

more recent arrival taking influences from the Bolero and derived from the country's

rural guitar music. Bachata has evolved and risen in popularity over the last 40 years

in the Dominican Republicand other countries such as Puerto Rico, with the help of

artists such as Antony Santos, Luis Segura, Luis Vargas, Teodoro Reyes, Yoskar

Sarante, Alex Bueno, and Aventura. Bachata, Merengue and Salsa are now equally

popular among Spanish speaking Caribbeanpeople. When Spanish Crusaders sailed
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over the Atlanticthey brought with them a new type of music called Hesparo, which

contributed to the development of Dominican music.

4.6.Ecuador

Ecuadorian music can be classified in mestizo, Indian and black musics. Mestizo

music comes out of the interrelation between Spanish and Indian music. In it there are

rhythms such as pasacalles, pasillos, albazos and sanjuanitos and is usually

characterized by the use of string instruments. Indian music in Ecuadoris determined

in varying degrees by the influence of inca quechua culture. Within it we find

sanjuanitos (different form the meztizo sanjuanito), capishkas, danzantes and yaravis.

Black Ecuadorian music can be classified in two main forms. The first type is black

music from the coastal Esmeraldas province and is characterized by the use of the

marimba. The second variety is black music from the Chota Valley in the northern

Sierra, mainly known as Bomba del Chota, and is characterized by a more

pronounced mestizo and Indian influence than marimba esmeraldea. Most of these

musical styles can also be played by windbands of varying sizes in popular festivals

all around the country.

4.7.Mexico

Mariachi is the most famous and one of the many regional types of Mexican music.

Trio is three voices with two or three guitars, singing the most romantic music in

Mexico, Conjunto Jarocho, with the happiest music of the Tropic as The Bamba, etc.

Mexico' composers include Agustin Lara (Lara's Theme, Granada etc.), Armando

Manzanero (Somos novios), Jose Alfredo Jimenez (The best Ranchera Music), Juan

Gabriel, etc. - It's Impossible). Another popular style called Nortea originates in the

Northeast part of the country. There also exist Mexican versions of many other types

of music, including rock, Duranguense, Rancheras, cumbia, Danzon, Cha Cha Cha,

etc.
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5. Popular styles

5.1. Nueva cancin

Nueva cancin is a Latin American music genre most directly associated especially

with Argentina and Chile.

5.2. Salsa

Originating with Cuban influence, Salsa is an amalgamation of Latin musical styles,

especially Puerto Rican, created in the pan-Latin melting pot of New York City in the

early 1970s.

5.3. Tejano music

Tejano music can be categorized as a blend of country music, rock, and R&B born in

Texas and performed in both Spanish and English with a variety of cultural

influences. Most Tejanos today reside in South Texas and have their own unique form

of folk and popular music, greatly influenced by yet quite distinctive from both

traditional Mexican music and mainstream genres of American music. Latina

Superstar Selena brought Tejano music to the mainstream and is credited frequently

for bringing it to the top.

5.4. Reggaetn

Reggaetn has become an Latin American phenomenon and is no longer classifiable

merely as a Panamanian or even Puerto Rican genre. It blends Jamaican musical

influences of reggae and dancehall with those of Latin America, such as the Puerto

Rican bomba and plena, as well as that of American hip hop and rap. The music is

also combined with rapping (generally) in Spanish.

5.5. Imported styles

Imported styles of popular music with a distinctively Latin style include Latin jazz,

Argentine rock and Chilean rock, and Cuban and Mexican hip hop, all based on

styles from the United States(jazz, rock and roll and hip hop). Music from non-Latin
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parts of the Caribbean are also popular, especially Jamaican reggae and dub,

Trinidadian calypso music and Antiguan Soca. See also Spanish tinge.

In Section 5 of this course you will cover these topics:
Native American Music, Bruno Nettl

Ethnic North America, Philip V. Bohlman
Topic : Native American Music, Bruno Nettl

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Understand the Characteristics of Native American Music

 Get familiar with the Societal role

 Develop a clear understanding of History of Native American Music

 Easily define all the Music areas

Definition/Overview:

American Indian music is the music that is used, created or performed by Native North

Americans. In addition to the tribally specific music of those groups there now exist pan-

tribal and intertribal genres as well as distinct Indian subgenres of popular music including:

rock, blues, hip hop, classical, film music and reggae, as well as unique popular styles like

waila.

Key Points:

1. Characteristics

Vocalization and percussion are the most important aspects of traditional Native

American music. Vocalization takes many forms, ranging from solo and choral song to

responsorial, unison and multipart singing. Percussion, especially drums and rattles, are

common accompaniment to keep the rhythm steady for the singers, who generally use

their native language or non-lexical vocables (nonsense syllables). Traditional music

usually begins with slow and steady beats that grow gradually faster and more emphatic,

while various flourishes like drum and rattle tremolos, shouts and accented patterns add

variety and signal changes in performance for singers and dancers
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1.1. Song texts and sources

Native American song texts include both public pieces and secret songs, said to be

"ancient and unchanging", which are used only for sacred and ceremonial purposes. There

are also public sacred songs, as well as ritual speeches that are sometimes perceived as

musical because of their use of rhythm and melody. These ritual speeches often directly

describe the events of a ceremony, and the reasons and ramifications of the night.

Vocables, or lexically meaningless syllables, are a common part of many kinds of Native

American songs. They frequently mark the beginning and end of phrases, sections or

songs themselves. Often songs make frequent use of vocables and other untranslatable

elements. Songs that are translatable include historical songs, like the Navajo "Shi'

naasha', which celebrates the end of Navajo internment in Fort Sumner, New Mexico in

1868. Tribal flag songs and national anthems are also a major part of the Native American

musical corpus, and are a frequent starter to public ceremonies, especially powwows.

Native American music also includes a range of courtship songs, dancing songs and

popular American or Canadian tunes like "Amazing Grace, "Dixie", "Jambalaya" and

"Sugar Time". Many songs celebrate harvest, planting season or other important times of

year.

2. Societal role

Native American music plays a vital role in history and education, with ceremonies and

stories orally passing on ancestral customs to new generations. Native American

ceremonial music is traditionally said to originate from deities or spirits, or from

particularly respected individuals. Rituals are shaped by every aspect of song, dance and

costuming, and each aspect informs about the "makers, wearers and symbols important to

the nation, tribe, village, clan, family, or individual". Native Americans perform stories

through song, music and dance, and the historical facts thus propagated are an integral part

of Native American beliefs. Epic legends and stories about culture heroes are a part of

tribal music traditions, and these tales are often an iconic part of local culture. They can

vary slightly from year to year, with leaders recombining and introducing slight variations.

The Pueblocompose a number of new songs each year in a committee which uses dreams

and visions.
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The styles and purposes of music vary greatly between and among each Native American

tribe. However, a common concept amongst many indigenous groups is a conflation of

music and power. For example, the Pima people feel many of their songs were given in the

beginning and sung by the Creator. It is believed that some people then have more of an

inclination to musical talent than others because of an individual's peculiar power

3. Gender

Within various Native American communities, gender plays an important role in music.

Men and women play sex-specific roles in many musical activities. Instruments, songs

and dances are often peculiar to one or the other sex, and many musical settings are

strictly controlled by sex. In modern powwows, women play a vital role as backup singers

and dancers. The Cherokee people, for example, hold dances before stickball games. At

these pre-game events, men and women perform separate dances and follow separate

regulations. Men will dance in a circle around a fire, while women dance in place. Men

sing their own songs, while women have their songs sung for them by an elder. Whereas

the men's songs invoke power, the women's songs draw power away from the opposing

stickball team. In some societies, there are customs where certain ceremonial drums are

only to be played by men. For the Southern Plains Indians, it is believed that the first

drum was given to a woman by the Great Spirit, who instructed her to share it with all

women of native nations. However, there also exist prohibitions against women sitting at

the Big Drum.

Chief Joseph once said, "We were taught to believe that the Great Spirit sees and hears

everything, and that he never forgets, that hereafter he will give every man a spirit home

according to his deserts; if he has been a good man, he will have a good home; if he has

been a bad man, he will have a bad home. This I believe and all my people believe the

same." John Wooden Legs of the Cheyenne tribe once stated, "Our land is everything to

us...I will tell you one of the things we remember on our land. We remember that our

grandfathers paid for it - with their lives."

Charles A. Eastman once said, "Every age, every race, has its leaders and heroes. There

were over sixty distinct tribes of Indians on this continent, each of which boasted its

notable men. The names and deeds of some of these men will live in American history,

yet in the true sense they are unknown, because misunderstood. I should like to present
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some of the greatest chiefs of modern times in the light of the native character and ideals,

believing that the American people will gladly do them tardy justice."

In many tribal music cultures, there is a relative paucity of traditional women's songs and

dances, especially in the Northeast and Southeast music areas. The Southeast is, however,

home to a prominent women's musical tradition in the use of leg rattles for ceremonial

and friendship dances, and the women's singing during Horse and Ball Game contests.

The West Coast tribes of North America tend to more prominence in women's music,

with special women's love songs, medicine songs and hand game songs; the Southwest is

particularly diverse in women's musical offerings, with major ceremonial, instrumental

and social roles in dances.. Women also play a vital ceremonialrole in the Sun Dance of

the Great Plains and Great Basin, and also sing during social dances; Shoshone women

still sang the songs of the Ghost Dance into the 1980s.

4. History

Music and history are tightly interwoven in Native American life. A tribe's history is

constantly told and retold through music, which keeps alive an oral narrative of history.

These historical narratives vary widely from tribe to tribe, and are an integral part of tribal

identity. However, their historical authenticity cannot be verified; aside from supposition

and some archaeological evidence, the earliest documentation of Native American music

came with the arrival of European explorers. Musical instruments and pictographs depicting

music and dance have been dated as far back as the 7th century. The style of the Great

Basin area as the oldest style and common throughout the entire continent before

Mesoamerica but continued only in the Great Basin and in the lullaby, gambling, and tale

genres around the continent. A style featuring relaxed vocal technique and the rise may

have originated in Mesoamerican Mexico and spread northward, particularly into the

California-Yuman and Eastern music areas. These styles also feature "relative" rhythmic

simplicity in drumming and percussion, with isometric material and pentatonic scales in the

singing, and motives created from shorter sections into longer ones.

While this process occurred, three Asian styles may have influenced North American music

across the Bering Strait, all featuring pulsating vocal technique and possibly evident in

recent Paleo-Siberian tribes such as Chuckchee, Yukaghir, Koryak. Also, these may have

influenced the Plains-Pueblo, Athabascan, and Inuit-Northwest Coast areas. The boundary
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between these southward and the above northward influences are the areas of greatest

musical complexity: the Northwest Coast, Pueblomusic, and Navajo music. Evidence of

influences between the Northwest Coastand Mexicoare indicated, for example, by bird-

shaped whistles. The Plains-Pueblo area has influenced and continues to influence the

surrounding cultures, with contemporary musicians of all tribes learning Plains-Pueblo

influenced pantribal genres such as Peyote songs.

5. Music areas

Nettl uses the following music areas which approximately coincide with Wissler, Kroeber,

and Driver's cultural areas: Inuit-Northwest coast, Great Basin, California-Yuman, Plains-

Pueblo, Athabascan, and Eastern.

5.1. Southwest

Arid American Southwest is home to two broad groupings of closely-related cultures,

the Pueblo and Athabaskan. The Southern Athabaskan Navajo and Apache tribes sing

in Plains-style nasal vocals with unblended monophony, while the Pueblos emphasize

a relaxed, low range and highly blended monophonic style. Athabaskan songs are

swift and use drums or rattles, as well as an instrument unique to this area, the Apache

violin, or "Tsii'edo'a'tl" meaning "wood that sings" in Apache.

Pueblo songs are complex and meticulously detailed, usually with five sections

divided into four or more phrases characterized by detailed introductory and cadential

formulas. They are much slower in tempo than Athabaskan songs, and use various

percussion instruments as accompaniment.

Nettl describes Pueblo music, including Hopi, Zuni, Taos Pueblo, San Ildefonso,

Santo Domingo, and many others, as one of the most complex on the continent,

featuring increased length and number of scale tones (hexatonic and heptatonic

common), variety of form, melodic contour, and percussive accompaniment, ranges

between an octave and a twelfth, with rhythmic complexity equal to the Plains sub-

area. He sites the Kachina dance songs as the most complex songs and Hopi and Zuni

material as the most complex of the Pueblo, while the Tanoans and Keresans musics

are simpler and intermediary between the Plains and western Pueblos. The music of
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the Pima and Papago is intermediary between the Plains-Pueblo and the California-

Yuman music areas, with melodic movement of the Yuman, though including the rise,

and the form and rhythm of the Pueblo.

He describes Southern Athabascan music, that of the Apache and Navajo, as the

simplest next to the Great Basin style, featuring strophic form, tense vocals using

pulsation and falsetto, tritonic and tetratonic scales in triad formation, simple rhythms

and values of limited duration (usually only two per song), arc-type melodic contours,

and large melodic intervals with a predominance of major and minor thirds and

perfect fourths and fifths with octave leaps not rare. Peyote songs share characteristics

of Apache music and Plains-Pueblo music having been promoted among the Plains by

the Apache people.

He describes the structural characteristics of California-Yuman music, including that

of Pomo, Miwak, Luiseno, Catalineno, and Gabrielino, and the Yuman tribes,

including, Mohave, Yuman, Havasupai, Maricopa, as using the rise in almost all

songs, a relaxed nonpulsating vocal technique (like European classical music), a

relatively large amount of isorhythmic material, some isorhythmic tendencies, simple

rhythms, pentatonic scales without semitones, an average melodic range of an octave,

sequence, and syncopated figures such as a sixteenth-note, eight-note, sixteenth-note

figure. The form of rise used varies throughout the area, usually being rhythmically

related to the preceding non-rise section but differing in melodic material or pitch.

The rise may be no higher than the highest pitch of the original section, but will

contain a much larger number of higher pitches. In California the non-rise is usually

one reiterate phrase, the rise being the phrase transposed an octave higher, the

Yumans use a non-rise of long repeated sections each consisting of several phrases,

the rise being three to five phrases performed only once, and in southern Californiathe

previous two and progressive forms are found.

5.2. Eastern Woodlands

Inhabiting a wide swath of the United Statesand Canada, Eastern Woodlands natives,

according to Nettl, can be distinguished by antiphony (call and response style

singing), which does not occur in other areas. Their territory includes Maritime

Canada, New England,U.S. Mid-Atlantic, Great Lakes and Southeast regions. Songs
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are rhythmically complex, characterized by frequent metric changes and a close

relationship to ritual dance. Flutes and whistles are solo instruments, and a wide

variety of drums, rattles and striking sticks are played. Nettl describes the Eastern

music area as the region between the Mississippi river and the Atlantic. The most

complex styles being that of the Southeastern Creek, Yuchi, Cherokee, Choctaw,

Iroquois and their language group, the simpler style being that of the Algonquian

language group including Delaware and Penobscot. The Algonquian speaking

Shawnee have a relatively complex style influenced by the nearby southeastern tribes.

The characteristics of this entire area include short iterative phrases, reverting

relationships, shouts before, during, and after singing, anhematonic pentatonic scales,

simple rhythms and meter and, according to Nettl, antiphonal or responsorial

techniques including "rudimentary imitative polyphony". Melodic movement tends to

be gradually descending throughout the area and vocals include a moderate amount of

tension and pulsation.

5.3. Plains

Extending across the American Midwest into Canada, Plains-area music is nasal,

with high pitches and frequent falsettos, with a terraced descent (a step-by-step

descent down an octave) in an unblended monophony. Strophes use incomplete

repetition, meaning that songs are divided into two parts, the second of which is

always repeated before returning to the beginning.

Large double-sided skin drums are characteristic of the Plains tribes, and solo end-

blown flutes (flageolet) are also common.

Nettl describes the central Plains tribes, from Canadato Texas: Blackfoot, Crow,

Dakota, Cheyenne, Arapaho, Kiowa, and Comanche, as the most typical and simple

sub-area of the Plains-Pueblo music area. This area's music is characterized by

extreme vocal tension, pulsation, melodic preference for perfect fourths and a range

averring a tenth, rhythmic complexity, and increased frequence of tetratonic scales.

The musics of the Arapaho and Cheyenneintensify these characteristics, while the

northern tribes, especially Blackfoot music, feature simpler material, smaller melodic

ranges, and fewer scale tones.
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Nettl Arapaho music includes ceremonial and secular songs, such as the ritualistic

Sun Dance, performed in the summer when the various bands of the Arapaho people

would come together. Arapaho traditional songs consist of two sections exhibiting

terraced descent, with a range greater than an octave and scales between four and six

tones. Other ceremonial songs were received in visions, or taught as part of the men's

initiations into a society for his age group. Secular songs include a number of social

dances, such as the triple meter round dances and songs to inspire warriors or recent

exploits. There are also songs said to be taught by a guardian spirit, which should only

be sung when the recipient is near death.

5.4.Great Basin

Music of the Great Basin is simple, discreet and ornate, characterized by short

melodies with a range smaller than an octave, moderately-blended monophony,

relaxed and open vocals and, most uniquely, paired-phrase structure, in which a

melodic phrases, repeated twice, is alternated with one to two additional phrases. A

song of this type might be diagrammed as follows: AA BB CC AA BB CC, etc.

Nettl describes the music of the sparesly settled Great Basin, including most of desert

Utah and Nevada (Paiute, Ute, Shoshoni) and some of southern Oregon (Modoc and

Klamath), as "extremely simple," featuring melodic ranges averaging just over a

perfect fifth, many tetratonic scales, and short forms. The majority of songs are

iterative with each phrase repeated once, though occasional songs with multiple

repetitions are found. Many Modoc and Klamath songs contain only one repeated

phrase and many of their scales only two to three notes (ditonic or tritonic). This style

was carried to the Great Plains by the Ghost Dance religion which originated among

the Paiute, and very frequently features paired-phrase patterns and a relaxed

nonpulsating vocal style. Herzog attributes the similarly simple lullabies, song-stories,

and gambling songs found all over the continent historically to the music of the Great

Basin which was preserved through relative cultural isolation and low-population.

5.5.Northwest Coast

Open vocals with monophony are common in the Pacific Northwest and British

Columbia, though polyphony also occurs (this the only area of North America with
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native polyphony). Chromatic intervals accompanying long melodies are also

characteristic, and rhythms are complex and declamatory, deriving from speech.

Instrumentation is more diverse than in the rest of North America, and includes a

wide variety of whistles, flutes, horns and percussion instruments. Nettl describes the

music of the Kwakwaka'wakw, Nuu-chah-nulth, Tsimshian, Makah, and Quileute as

some of the most complex on the continent, with the music of the Salish nations

(Nlaka'pamux, Nuxlk, and Sliammon, and others directly east of the Northwest tribes)

as being intermediary between these Northwest Coasttribes and Inuit music. The

music of the Salish tribes, and even more so the Northwest coast, intensifies the

significant features of Inuit music, however their melodic movement is often

pendulum-type ("leaping in broad intervals from one limit of the range to the other").

The Northwest coast music also "is among the most complicated on the continent,

especially in regard to rhythmic structure," featuring intricate rhythmic patterns

distinct from but related to the vocal melody and rigid percussion. He also reports

unrecorded use of incipient polyphony in the form of drones or parallel intervals in

addition to antiphonal and responorial forms. Vocals are extremely tense, producing

dynamic contrast, ornamentation, and pulsation, and also often using multiple sudden

accents in one held tone.

5.6.Arctic

The Inuit of Alaska, Northwest Territories, Yukon Territory, Nunavutand Greenland

are well-known for their throat-singing, an unusual method of vocalizing found only

in a few cultures worldwide. Throat-singing is used as the basis for a game among the

Inuit. Narrow-ranged melodies and declamatory effects are common, as in the

Northwest. Repeated notes mark the ends of phrases. Box drums, which are found

elsewhere, are common, as a tambourine-like hand drum. Nettl describes "Eskimo"

music as some of the simplest on the continent, listing characteristics including

recitative-like singing, complex rhythmic organization, relatively small melodic range

averaging about a sixth, prominence of major thirds and minor seconds melodically,

with undulating melodic movement.
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6. Academic study

Archaeological evidence of Native American music dates as far back as the 7th century.

However, the earliest written documentation comes from the arrival of European

explorers on the American continent, and the earliest academic research comes from the

late 19th century. During that period, early musicologists and folklorists collected and

studied Native American music, and propounded theories about indigenous styles. In the

early 20th century, more systematic research began led by comparative musicologists like

Frances Densmore, Natalie Curtis, George Herzog and Helen Roberts. Densmore was the

most prolific of the era, publishing more than one hundred works on Native American

music. Most recently, since the 1950s, Native American music has been a part of

ethnomusicological research, studied by Bruno Nettl, William Powers and David

McAllester, among others.

7. Pan-tribalism

Pan-tribalism is the syncretic adoption of traditions from foreign communities. Since the

rise of the United States and Canada, Native Americans have forged a common identity,

and invented pan-tribal music, most famously including powwows, peyote songs and the

Ghost Dance.

The Ghost Dance spread throughout the Plains tribes in the 1890s, and most still survive in

use. They are characterized by relaxed vocals and a narrow range. Apache-derived peyote

songs, prayers in the Native American Church, use a descending melody and monophony.

Rattles and water drums are used, in a swift tempo. The Sun Dance and Grass Dance of the

plains are the roots of intertribal powwows, which feature music with terraced descent and

nasal vocals, both Plains characteristic features.

An example of an intertribal song is the AIM Song, which uses meaningless vocables to

make it accessible to people of all tribes. However, because of its origins from the Lakota

and Ojibwe people, it still retains some Plains characteristics.

John Trudell launched a new genre of spoken word poetry in the 1980s, beginning with

Aka Graffiti Man (1986). The next decade saw further innovations in Native American

popular music, including Robbie Robertson (of The Band) releasing a soundtrack for a
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documentary, Music for the Native Americans, that saw limited mainstream success, as

well as Verdell Primeaux and Johnny Mike's modernized peyote songs, which they began

experimenting with on Sacred Path: Healing Songs of the Native American Church. Waila

(or the chicken scratch music of the Tohono O'odham) has gained performers like the

Joaquin Brothers fame across Native American communities, while hip hop crews like

Without Rezervation and Robby Bee & the Boyz From the Rez (Reservation of Education)

have a distinctively Native American flourish to hip hop. In the 21st Century the leading

light of contemporary Native American music has been Martha Redbone who's award

winning albums Home of the Brave (2002) and Skintalk (2005) have incorporated both

traditional song and culture references into a brew of soul, funk, rock and jazz that has

reached audiences across Europe and Japan as well as into the urban communities of the

US. Meanwhile, young Native musicians such as Red Earth (see "Zia Soul" (2003) ), DJ

Abel, Derek Miller, Ethnic DeGeneration, and Casper are producing outstanding

underground music (ranging from hip-hop to funk to reggae to metal) defying stereotypes

of Native people (without label support).

7.1. Native American flute

The Native American flute has achieved some measure of fame for its distinctive

sound, used in a variety of New Age and world music recordings. Its music was used

in courtship, healing, meditation and spiritual rituals. The late 1960s saw a roots

revival centered around the flute, with a new wave of flautists and artisans like Doc

Nevaquaya and Carl Running Deer. Notable and award winning Native American

flautists include: Mary Youngblood, Kevin Locke, Jay Red Eagle, Robert Tree Cody,

Robert Mirabal, Joseph Firecrow , Jeff Ball , Terry Lee Whetstone , and Jan Michael

Looking Wolf. Of special importance is R. Carlos Nakai (Changes, 1983), who has

achieved some mainstream renown for his mixture of the flute with other

contemporary genres. The Native American flute is the only flute in the world

constructed with two air chambers - there is a wall inside the flute between the top

(slow) air chamber and the bottom chamber which has the whistle and finger holes.

The top chamber also serves as a secondary resonator, which gives the flute its

distinctive sound. There is a hole at the bottom of the "slow" air chamber and a

(generally) square hole at the top of the playing chamber. A block (or "bird") with a

spacer is tied on top of the flute to form a thin, flat airstream for the whistle hole (or
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"window"). Some more modern flutes use an undercut either in the block or the flute

to eliminate the need for a spacer.

The "traditional" Native American flute was constructed using bread based on the

body - the length of the flute would be the distance from armpit to wrist, the length of

the top air chamber would be one fist-width, the distance from the whistle to the first

hole also a fist-width, the distance between holes would be one thumb-width, and the

distance from the last hole to the end would generally be one fist-width. Unlike

Western music, traditional American Indian music had no standard pitch reference,

such as A440, so flutes were not standardized for pitch.

Modern Native American flutes are generally tuned to a variation of the minor

pentatonic scale (such as you would get playing the black keys on a piano), which

gives the instrument its distinctive plaintive sound. Recently some makers have begun

experimenting with different scales, giving players new melodic options. Also,

modern flutes are generally tuned in concert keys (such as A or D) so that they can be

easily played with other instruments. The root keys of modern Native American flutes

span a range of about three and a half octaves, from C2 to A5. Native American flutes

most commonly have either 5 or 6 holes, but instruments can have anything from no

holes to seven (including a thumb hole). Various makers employ different scales and

fingerings for their flutes. Some modern Native American flutes are called "drone"

flutes, and are two (or more) flutes built together. Generally, the drone chamber plays

a fixed note which the other flute can play against in harmony.

7.2. Native American drums

Of great influence and importance are American Indian drums. Different tribes have

different traditions about their drums and how to play them. For larger dance or

powwow type drums, the basic construction is very similar in most tribes: a wooden

frame or a carved and hollowed-out log, with rawhide buckskin or elk skin stretched

out across the opening by sinew thongs. Traditionally American Indian drums are

large, two to three feet in diameter, and they are played communally by groups of

singers who sit around them in a circle. For smaller single-sided hand drums, a thinner

frame or shell is used, and a rawhide surface is strung onto only one side, with lacing

across the other. Other types include two basic styles of water drums: the Iroquois
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type and the Yaqui type. The Iroquois water drum is a small cup-shaped wooden

vessel, with water inside it, and a moistened tanned hide stretched across the top

opening; the wetness and tightness of the tanned hide produce changes in pitch as the

water drum is played over time. The Yaqui type of water drum is actually a half

gourd, large in size, that floats in a tub of water like a bubble on the surface; the outer

round surface of the gourd is struck with a drum stick, and the vibrations are

amplified using the tub of water as a resonator.

Another type of drum called a foot drum have been found in several southwestern and

central-Californian US Native American archaeological sites inhabited, or formally

inhabited, by the Miwok, Maidu, Aztec, and Hopi Indian tribes. These drums were

often semicircle cross-sectioned hollow logs laid over wood covered 'resonating' pits

positioned according to custom in kivas or dance houses. The foot drums were played

by stomping on top of the hollow log with the structure's poles used for steadying.

Topic : Ethnic North America, Philip V. Bohlman

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Understand the Immigrant music

 Get familiar with the diversification and institution formation

 Understand the breakdown of European dominance

 Develop a clear understanding of Multiculturalism and post ethnic music

 Understand the Ethnic Popular Music

Definition/Overview:

The topic discusses that the festival symbolizes Pittsburgh's ethnicity and not the ethnicity of

individual communities. The folk festivals provide one of the most powerful metaphors for

the music of ethnic North America. The processes of ethnic transformation are acutely

present in the music that we encounter at a folk festival. Music must change to fit the

conditions of the festival in the same way that immigrant traditions change to adapt to the

conditions of a new nation. This makes the festival itself a context for the making and re-

making of traditional music. Ethnicity itself is a concept and set of cultural practices spread
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over many parts of society. Understood from the perspectives of ethnomusicology, ethnicity

links music to culture in a multivalent fashion. Therefore, music that is ethnic reflects

patterns of organization within the group

Key Points:

1. Immigrant music

The first phase begins with the settlement of Chicagoand takes place during a period of

about 50 years, until the 1870s and 1880s. The music of Chicago's new communities

expressed the character of the immigrant groups that settled them, that is, the character of

a music culture transplanted to Chicago. Immigrant music depended on the retention of

languages, musical instruments, and institutions that immigrants brought with them. The

immigrant music cultures of German- and English-speaking communities dominated this

phase.

2. Ethnic music: diversification and institution formation

Various factors precipitated the second phase of ethnic music history. American

immigration escalated during the final decades of the nineteenth century, and new

immigrant groups, notably from Southern and Eastern Europe, established themselves in

Chicago. The fire of 1871 and the World's Columbian Exposition of 1893 also initiated

widespread reconfiguration of Chicago's ethnic culture. When communities transform

music that connected them to the past to practices adapting to the present, immigrant music

becomes ethnic music; in other words, the music of Germans or Italians in the New World

becomes German American or Italian American music. Community institutions were

increasingly important, as ethnic churches, social and fraternal organizations, and labor

groups fostered ethnic musical activity.

3. Ethnic music: breakdown of European dominance

The third phase began roughly at the time of World War I and continued through World

War II. During this phase immigration from Europeunderwent several transformations,

increasing in diversity after the collapse of the Russian, German, and Austro-Hungarian

empires, but also responding to new immigrant quotas in the 1920s. Asian and Latin

American immigration also grew during this phase, but the greatest impact on the ethnic
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music culture of Chicago was the Great Migration and the growing presence of African

American music in the city. Ethnic musical life in Chicagodiversified during this phase, but

it also fragmented, as established ethnic communities (e.g., the Central Europeans)

dominated fewer areas of the city's public culture, while new communities enjoyed greater

attention. Moreover, radio and the recording industry began to shape the ethnic music of

this phase.

4. Multiculturalism and postethnic music

Since World War II ethnic music in Chicagohas responded to growing multiculturalism and

ethnic border-crossing. After the war new ethnic groups (e.g., those fleeing the Communist

states of Eastern Europe, such as Poles and Yugoslavs) and a New Ethnicity (from Latin

America and Asia) replaced the more established European communities, and this process

shows no signs of abating even as a new century begins. Musical institutions within ethnic

communities often survived by adopting hybrid repertories. The musical differences

between ethnicity, race, and religion have also blurred, and in particular African American

music undergirds what is most distinctive about the American influences in postethnic

musics in Chicago.

5. Institutions for the Preservation of Ethnic Music

Social organizations and musical institutions have historically provided the most

significant bulwark for the preservation of immigrant and ethnic music. The institution

serves as a context with the requisite resources for preservation (e.g., a choral library for an

ethnic singing society), and it connects musical activities to other contexts in the

community. Two basic types of institution dominate ethnic musical life: the organization

or ensemble that is primarily musical, and the institution for which music is only one of

several social activities.

Ethnic choruses have one of the oldest histories in Chicago. For German-speaking ethnic

communities in the nineteenth century, first men's singing societies such as the Germania

and then mixed choruses with men's and women's voices were staples of musical life.

German singing societies in Chicagoparticipated in national and international networks

such as the North American Singing Union, and the city regularly served as the site for

singing contests and festivals. At the beginning of the twenty-first century, German singing
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societies still thrive, and the DANK-Haus in the Lincoln Square neighborhood continues to

serve as a center for rehearsals and performances.

For ethnic communities from Southeastern Europe, the tamburitza instrumental ensemble

functions as a focus for social functions, especially among Serb and Croat Americans.

Young tamburitza players usually train in the local parish, but many parishes build

affiliations with national tamburitza organizations (e.g., Pittsburgh's Duquesne University

Tamburitzans) as well as with teachers in Europe.

By the turn of the present century, ethnic musical ensembles had both consolidated and

professionalized their activities. Most ensembles no longer serve a specific parish but

rather represent the ethnic group as a whole in Chicago. The Polish Lira Ensemble actively

promotes Polish song and dance with performances in both Polish and non-Polish venues,

especially in ethnic festivals. The Jewish Halevi Choir draws upon several Jewish vocal

traditions, ranging from a sacred tradition connected to the synagogue to a secular

repertory combining Eastern European Yiddish songs and Mediterranean Sephardic songs.

At the beginning of the twenty-first century, the ethnic musical ensemble, thanks to its

professionalization and the availability of public arts funding, commissions new

compositions, therefore providing the basis for a modern and American ethnic musical

tradition.

6. Religion and Interethnic Sites of Ethnic Music

Religion provides frameworks for stability and hybridity within ethnic communities.

Buddhist traditions in Chicago, for example, cut across sectarian, ethnic, and generational

differences, creating new opportunities for interethnic musics within Asian American

communities. The Midwest Buddhist Temple, with its fundamentally zen framework, is a

mainstay of the Japanese American tradition. The MidwestBuddhist Templesupports a

taiko ensemble, which attracts participants from throughout the city, and in particular its

activities draw together Japanese from different generations, including Japanese- and

American-born. Taiko is a percussion ensemble, largely comprising drums, which embody

a complex aesthetic of Japanese and Buddhist principles. The taiko ensemble at the

Midwest BuddhistTemple serves as a musical path to encountering Japanese

Americanness.
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Theravada Buddhism in Chicagolends itself to much more extensive ethnic diversity. Its

religious services are open to single ethnic communities, but they more often attract a

mixture from the South, Southeast, and East Asian New Ethnic communities. The musical

traditions that dominate Theravada Buddhist services do not derive from common

historical, or even common linguistic, roots, but rather emphasize the improvisatory chant

traditions, which utilize mantras in the shared sacred language of Buddhism, Pali, or a

common vernacular, even English in the most ethnically mixed communities.

Islam in Chicago provides one of the most complex sites for interethnic musics. The ethnic

histories included by Islam range from Balkan communities (historically, the first Muslim

community in nineteenth-century Chicago was Bosnian), to the new presence of South

Asians from Pakistanand North India, to the growing numbers of Black Muslims. Within

Islam there are canonic sacred vocal practices that unite all Muslims, notably the recitation

of the Qur'an and the adhan, or call to prayer. Islam, however, tolerates extensive local

differentiation, which means that local musics in Chicago Albanian communities may have

little to do with those of Chicago Lebanese or Pakistani communities. With the growth and

diversification of Muslim communities in Chicago, shared musical and sacred practices

yield new forms of interethnic musics, such as those connected with the ecstatic form of

Islam known as Sufism, especially those that attract Black Muslims and Southeast Asian

Muslims to South Asian musical genres, such as qawwali.

7. Technologies of Ethnic Music

Ethnic music moves between oral and written traditions, and it circulates because of the

ways in which different media inscribe and disseminate it. Its histories, therefore, depend

on technologies of ethnic music, which govern the production and consumption of music.

Music publishing was the most important technology for ethnic music in nineteenth-

century Chicago. For Central European choral traditions, the German American press was

essential, not only because it published anthologies of folk songs constituting the canon of

German nationalism, but also because local publishers expanded German-language

repertories for American consumption. The Chicagoer Arbeiter-Zeitung, for example,

regularly published workers' songs in the late nineteenth century, adapting that tradition to

the labor movement in Chicago during the period between the Haymarket Riot and World

War I. The Czech American publisher Vitak-Elsnik, which was active in Chicagoand later
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in its suburbs from the 1920s into the postWorld War II period, was the most important

publisher of ethnic popular dance music.

Recording technologies have been fundamental for the maintenance and transformation of

ethnic music in Chicago. Recordings in Chicago of Polish Highlander music performed in

the 1920s by immigrants from the Tatra Mountains remained the standard for an earlier

authenticity throughout the twentieth century, especially because these recordings traveled

back and forth between Chicagoand Poland. Ethnic records and ethnic broadcasting both

thrived in Chicago during the first half of the twentieth century. Within the ethnic

communities and diasporic landscapes of the new ethnic groups, ethnic radio and cassette

culture enhance the local mediation and consumption of music. As technologies of ethnic

music, radio and cassettes lend themselves to micro production of a two-hour radio

program, with sponsors from the community, or distribution at low cost, thereby

responding to changing musical tastes and markets. Recording and publishing

technologies, finally, have made it possible for Chicagoto export its ethnic music to the

world, from Francis O'Neill's volumes of Irish music to Chess Records' recordings of blues

and jazz.

8. Ethnic Popular Music

Ethnic popular musics are notable for the ways they cross ethnic borders and mark a wide

variety of social activities as ethnic and, especially, postethnic. Ethnic popular musics have

hybrid texts in which numerous ethnic traditions are identifiable. Their connections to any

single ethnic community are never so esoteric as to hinder their appeal to other

communities and the mainstream popular culture. Ethnic popular musics, finally, usually

employ musical styles from other popular musics, and they make extensive use of

instruments from other popular musics.

Whereas diverse popular musics have been shared by Chicago's historically significant

Central and Eastern European ethnic groups, the most widespread style is polka. As a

dance style highly dependent on performance, polka provides a context in which different

European American communities gather to experience a common repertory, albeit a

repertory in which specifically German, Czech, or Polish traditions can be expressed.

Chicago polka bands are mobile, and most bands play for numerous ethnic groups and
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community functions.Chicago polka styles have been very influential beyond Chicago,

significantly shaping American ethnic popular music as a whole.

In Chicago's Hispanic communities, mariachi is one of the clearest examples of ethnic

popular music. Historically an urban, Mexican style, mariachi now connects Mexicano,

Tejano, Puerto Rican, and Central American communities in Chicago. In the 1980s and

1990s mariachi has broken through into mainstream popular culture and become the

emblematic Hispanic music for public events. Depending on its functions, mariachi music

therefore represents ethnicity in different ways, ranging from a more localized

Mexicanness to a much more expansive Hispanicness with which non-Mexican Hispanics

can identify.

In Chicago's South Asian communities, Indian film music, filmi sangit, functions as an

ethnic popular music that crosses linguistic borders and is widely available in Indian and

Pakistani video and grocery stores. Film music, however, has historically been imported,

and its functions depended largely on mediated consumption. In the 1990s a new South

Asian popular music became popular in Chicago, bhangra, a hybrid style that mixed

elements from Indian film and classical music, Hindu (bhajan) and Muslim (qawwali)

religious genres, rock 'n' roll, and African American popular music, especially hip-hop and

funk. Bhangra, though performed primarily by a generation of South Asian Americans

born in the United States, has widespread appeal, proffering a cultural, class, and religious

unity in the ethnic community that had been impossible in India and Pakistan.

At the beginning of the twenty-first century, ethnic music is inseparable from global

networks. Just as certain ethnic musics have participated specifically in processes of

change and dissemination unique to Chicago, these have exerted an impact on ethnic

musics elsewhere in North America and abroad. The polka, following paths of musical

change specific to Chicago's European ethnic communities, has undergone globalization,

further contributing to the consolidation of a postethnic tradition. The blues, also a musical

tradition whose history is inseparable from Chicago's urban history, possesses a truly

transnational presence.

Already at the beginning of the twentieth century, Irish music in Chicago was exerting its

presence as a globalized canon for the expression of ethnicity. Undertaking a number of

recording and transcribing projects, a Chicagopolice captain, Francis O'Neill, gathered folk
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music, especially instrumental and dance tunes, from the city's large immigrant Irish

community. Motivated by the desire to preserve, O'Neill published his collections of Irish

folk music in Chicago, and they were soon available also inIreland, where, during the

1920s and 1930s, they rapidly became the standard folk-music canon. At the beginning of

the twenty-first century, O'Neill's publications remain the canon of Irish traditional music

in Irelandand elsewhere in the world, giving a Chicagoinflection to the Celtic Revival

during the century's final decades.

Globalization, for its part, spurred by increased mobility and new technologies, has

transformed both ethnicity and ethnic music, and three new processes are notable: (1) the

formation of new ethnic mainstreams, (2) postethnic culture and musics, and (3) diaspora.

The development of musics in a larger Hispanic American community exemplifies the first

process. Hispanic American music combines traditions from numerous Mexican, Central

American, and Caribbean musics, as well as South American genres. The result is an

ethnic mainstream for all Spanish-speaking ethnic groups. Postethnic musics result from

the blurring of ethnic and racial boundaries and, most important of all, the active choice of

and affiliation with ethnic musics that best suit an individual's cultural needs. Musicians

with European ethnicity may actively participate in African American or Asian American

ensembles, which in turn perform both inside and outside African American and Asian

American contexts.

As Chicago's ethnic musical landscape responds to the formation of new ethnic

communities, diaspora has become one of the most important global influences on the

city's ethnic musics. Diaspora stimulates processes of exchange moving in several

directions. Ethnic groups return to former homelands and accumulate new musical

resources, such as the pilgrimage musics that Mexican Americans bring with them after a

pilgrimage to Guadalupe. The teaching of Indian classical dance, bharata natyam, fully

integrated into the South Asian diaspora connecting Chicago's suburbs to India and

Pakistan, depends on teachers from India and other American diaspora communities.

Musical exchange between Chicago's Polish Americans and Polandcontinues to reflect the

diasporic structure of postmodern Polish ethnicity in Chicago. For ethnic communities,

such as those with Balkan roots, diaspora even influences the ways in which music, drawn

from diaspora sources, organizes ritualfor example, in the weddings of Albanian and

Macedonian Americans. At the beginning of the twenty-first century, ethnic music
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interacting with global historical forces in new ways
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